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Abstract 
Due to human induced earthquakes caused by mining the Groningen gas field many of the masonry building 

in northeastern part of the Netherlands are unsafe. In addition, buildings in the North-East of the Netherlands 

are primarily made of unreinforced single leaf masonry, only designed to withstand wind loads. Due to the 

increase in the design value for the strength, a significant need has developed for retrofitting masonry 

structures to strengthen vulnerable structures. Deep Mounted Fiber Reinforced Polymer (DM FRP) is an 

interesting option to strengthen unreinforced masonry walls. By means of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer 

(CFRP) the Unreinforced Masonry Walls (URM) can be strengthened with minimal visual impact. Furthermore, 
the application of DM FRP is not labor intensive. [DIZ 2014b] 

 

Many studies on NSM (Near Surface Mounted)/DM FRP have shown that the bond-slip behavior and 

debonding of the reinforcement is governing. However, different types of adhesive yield various strength and 

various displacement capacity. In addition, the amount of available literature on flexible adhesive as NSM/DM 

FRP is very limited in comparison to the use of stiff adhesive.  

An important segment of the investigation concerns position failure plane. The location of failure planes 

are imperative to the performance of the retrofit system. The failure planes are categorized in several 

structural debonding mechanisms which is subdivided in various local debonding mechanisms. [COE 2015]. 

Figure 1.1-1 shows the effect on stress distribution when using flexible epoxy compared to a stiff epoxy in 
a simple FEM model. The figure shows that when applying a flexible adhesive, lower stresses are applied on 

the masonry surface as the stress is spread over a larger area.  
 

 
Figure 1.1-1 FEM model with flexible epoxy (left) vs stiff epoxy (right). 

 

In order to investigate the bond-slip behavior, numerical and experimental tests are performed. In order to 
obtain material data for the FEM-model (Finite Element Method), material tests needed to be performed first. 

The experimental setup for material tests were designed as close as possible to standards, in order to obtain 

similar results when reproducing the experiments. 

Additional to the material tests, Direct Pullout Tests were carried out. These tests are done with the 

purpose of acquiring information on the behavior of the FRP system if applied as a fixing aid for masonry walls. 

For example, a governing failure mode can be defined for the retrofit system. As a result unrealistic failure 

modes can be ruled out, prior to creating a FEM-model to reduce computation time and -complexity. After 

performing the experiments, the mechanical data from material experiments and the DPT, are used as input 

for the FE-model. In addition, the results of the experiments can also be used to validate the FE results.  

 
In short, this report assesses the effectiveness of the retrofit systems by means of experimental and numerical 

research. It further consists of a detailed explanation of the preformed experiments and the theoretical 

background of the FEM-analysis and software used to model the experiments.  

 
Keywords: CFRP, Retrofit, Direct pullout test, Masonry, FEM, Bond-slip behavior 
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1. Introduction 
The Groningen gas field, discovered in 1959, is a giant natural gas field in the Groningen province in the North-

Eastern part of the Netherlands. It is the largest natural gas field in Europe and the tenth-largest in the world. 

Due to mining of gas, soil displacements occur. These settlements do not occur gradually but rather, abruptly. 

These abrupt displacements in the soil cause a release of strain energy causing human induced earthquakes. 

These induced earthquakes cause damage to many of the masonry buildings. Unreinforced modern clay brick 

masonry structures are susceptible to failure when subjected to loads induced by earthquakes. Unlike in-plane 

failures, sudden and unstable out of plane (OOP) failures endanger the gravity load-carrying capacity of a wall 
and constitute a significant safety hazard [DIZ 2014a].  

The majority of buildings in the North-East of the Netherlands are made of unreinforced single leaf 

masonry, designed to only withstand wind loads. Investigations, included in the NPR 9998, show that critical 

houses can withstand not more than 0,03g. For the design of new buildings, a design value for the Peak Ground 

Acceleration (PGA) of 0,22g is needed. As a result, there is significant need for retrofitting of masonry 

structures to strengthen vulnerable structures [TÜR 2015] . 

 

 Problem statement and objectives 
There is limited research on the use of flexible adhesive and CFRP as part of DM NSM as a retrofit systems. In 

addition, it is uncertain what parameters yield the best performance for this type of retrofit system. 

The aim of this research is to investigate the effect of various parameters, on the bond-slip behavior, with 

a FEM-model.  

 

 Report organization 
This report consists of four parts. The first part of this report gives a summary on the findings in the literature 

study. The second part will describe the performed material tests that were necessary for establishing input 
for the FE-model. Afterwards, the experimental setup for the investigation on the bond slip behavior is 

elaborated. In addition, a predictive analytical approximation formula will be discussed. Furthermore, a check 

on the measured data is performed with an analytical approach. The third part contains the FE-research which 

will present a detailed explanation on the FEM model made with the software Abaqus CAE. Furthermore, the 

use of cohesive surfaces and traction separation laws, which are an essential part of cohesive zone modeling, 

are elaborated thoroughly. Finally, the fourth part of this report will conclude the paper, and 

recommendations will be made concerning a follow-up research into the possibilities of the FE model, 

increasing its accuracy and adding more complexity in the FE-analysis.  
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2. Summary Literature Study  
NSM FRP system can be broken down into three distinct parts with different material properties namely; 

masonry, epoxy and CFRP. For the scope of this research, each of these materials are assumed to have 

homogeneous properties. This means that for masonry the properties of the weaker joints are smeared over 

its entire volume, as well as for the CFRP which consist of laminates.  

 

 Material Properties 

2.1.1. Masonry Properties 
The mechanical properties of single leaf masonry walls depend on several factors. For existing clay brick 

masonry, the most relevant parameters are the compressive and tensile strength of the brick and the mortar. 

Furthermore, an important property is the bond strength between brick and mortar. In addition, the shear 

strength of the masonry with joints as weakest spots is very important when considering in-plane loading. For 

the scope of this graduation only the parameters that are relevant for Direct pullout test are presented. Table 

2-1 shows what kind of experiments need to be performed to determine the strengths of distinct types of 
material experiment. 

 
Table 2-1 Types of test to obtain masonry properties relevant for FE-analyses 

 Brick Mortar Masonry 

Compression strength 
Standard compression 

test 

Standard compression 

test 

Standard compression 

test 

Tensile strength  

from bending 
3-point bending test 

3-point mortar prism 

beam test 
Bond wrench 

Shear strength 
Not relevant for this 

research 
From stacked masonry Triplet test 

 

2.1.2. Properties Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer 
For the scope of determining the bonding behavior of NSM FRP not all various properties of CFRP are 
important. CFRP has a very complex structure where Carbon Fibers are placed in a certain direction inside an 

epoxy matrix. Dependent on how many fibers are placed in a certain direction the strength and stiffness vary. 

This complex structure results in varying mechanical properties in each direction of CFRP-strips. However, 

since the CFPR inside a NSM system is mostly loaded in tension in the normal direction the strength and the 

stiffness in the other two directions are not important (in simulation). Figure 2.1-1 explains the assumption in 

which a CFRP is loaded in pure tension when applied in a NSM-system. [COR 2000] 

 

 
Figure 2.1-1 Force and strain profile for out-of-plane loaded URM walls retrofitted with a vertical NSM CFRP strip. [DIZ 

2015b] 
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Figure 2.1-2 Stress-strain relationship FRP [ISO 527-93] 

 

Figure 2.1-2 shows the stress strain relationship of a CFRP strip loaded in tension. The figure shows that the 

CFRP-strips behaves highly nonlinear when loaded in tension at high loads. [ISO 527-93]  However, these high 

loads are not reached during a standard DPT, therefore the Young’s modulus can be assumed to be constant 

along the full length of the CFRP in all directions. However the nonhomogeneous material behavior is 

important when considering a NSM system loaded out of plane bending but only at large displacements. This 
is especially important when considering out of plane bending due to buckling effects of the CFRP strip. 

 

2.1.3. Properties Epoxy-type Adhesive 
An epoxy type adhesive is used to connect the CFRP strips in the URM wall for retrofitting. For this application 

multiple parameters are very important. The chosen parameters follow from the required parameters for 

obtaining the maximum load and/or displacement. The first parameters are the adhesive strength and bond-

slip relation in order to increase shear strength. High adhesive strength for the epoxy ensures that the CFRP 

strips do not slip at low shear stresses. Furthermore, a low Young’s modulus makes sure that high energy 

dissipation is obtained. Although, because epoxies behave highly nonlinear (even at low loads in comparison 

with the surrounding materials) it is important to model the nonlinear (hyperelastic/plastic) behavior in FE-

simulations. 

The exact properties are very difficult to obtain by testing, due to the hyper elastic properties of the epoxy 

material and the specialized equipment needed to test the mechanical properties. In addition, curing time and 
the temperature of the environment affect the mechanical properties. Therefore the properties provided by 

the manufacturer are used for input in the FE-model.   
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 Earlier Research into NSM  
Various research is done into the use of NSM carbon fiber strips to improve the deformation capacity as well 

as the OOP bending strength of masonry walls. Direct pull out test are the most common method used in 

literature, due to the fact that a DPT is less costly and easier to reproduce compared to full scale wall tests. 
However, many of the available researchers used a cement-based or rigid epoxies in their FRP NSM system. 

This means that additional experimental research was required to obtain data to use as input for a FE-

simulation with special attention for the behavior of flexible adhesives used as DM FRP. However, the 

mechanisms of the failure planes as well as the equilibrium of forces are very similar. As a result the research 

paper [COE 2015] are used to clarify certain failure mechanisms. 

 

2.2.1. Structural failure modes 
Failure modes are an important topic to describe the behavior of NSM FRP. At a structural level, three failure 

modes can occur in reinforced concrete specimens. These failure modes consist of a combination of different 

stress states on three materials. The three (single material) failure modes for structures loaded in bending are:  

 

• Concrete crushing,  

• FRP rupture and  

• FPR debonding.  

 

Figure 2.2-1 shows the stress diagram for a beam in bending. The figure shows also the difference between a 

dual failure mechanism a) compared to the more brittle single failure mechanisms: b), c), d). 

Concrete crushing (b) occurs when the structural element has a low concrete compression strength and 

high ratio of reinforcement. FRP rupture (c) happens when reinforcement ratio is low and the bonded length 
of FRP is high enough. FRP debonding (d) would occur before steel yielding, when strengthening configuration 

does not allow the mobilization of the FRP system’s full strength. 

These singular failure modes on single material are brittle and should be avoided. Careful design should be 

applied to obtain a more ductile behavior during failure. Ductile failure behavior is achieved by internal cross-

section equilibrium between concrete in compression and the contribution of both longitudinal steel and FRP 

in tension. Thus, all materials will be used up to their capacity. [COE 2015] 

 

 
Figure 2.2-1 Stress diagram for bending different stress states for specimen loaded in bending a) full ductile b) concrete 

crushing c) FRP rupture d) FRP debonding 
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Figure 2.2-2 Principal debonding failure modes in a beam strengthened in flexure with a FRP NSM system [COE 2015] 

 

Figure 2.2-2 shows a reinforced concrete beam loaded in bending strengthened with a NSM FRP system in 

which three structural debonding failure modes are shown. 

The first failure mode is end debonding, this occurs when the existing internal reinforcing steel acts as a bond 

breaker in a horizontal plane. Hereby the concrete cover pulls away from the rest of the beam, as shown with 

the green line and arrow. The second debonding is caused by diagonal shear cracks, and is denoted as critical 

diagonal crack (CDC) debonding. As soon as the crack reaches the FRP it can propagate horizontally along the 
FRP NSM strip, causing the system to fail as shown in with the red arrow and line. In addition, the shear force 

pushes on the FRP causing the FRP to be peeled away . The final debonding mode is called intermediate crack 

(IC) debonding. IC debonding is similar to critical diagonal crack debonding but with flexural cracking as shown 

in Figure 2.2-2 with the blue arrows and line. However, URM reinforced with FRP has different cracking 

pattern, cracks usually propagate along the mortar joints in the flexural cracks due to the low tensile strength 

of the mortar joints and the absence of reinforcement in longitudinal direction. As a result, all of the debonding 

mechanisms are possible of masonry walls only the cracking pattern will follow the joints.  

 

2.2.2. Bond failure bar-epoxy interface 
A very important indication in determining the strength of the NSM system is to know beforehand where 

failure occurs. The failure mode in all the available literature shows that debonding is governing or at least is 

the main cause for local failure. Figure 2.2-3 shows all types of local debonding failure that could occur when 

performing a DPT. The failure modes were:  

 

• Bond failure at the bar–epoxy interface  

• Bond failure at the epoxy–concrete interface 

• Cohesive failure at the epoxy 

• Cohesive failure at the concrete 

 
These failure modes where discussed at length in the literature study [LS M3 2017]. The most important failure 

mode that was found in preliminary experiments was bond failure at the bar–epoxy interface (BE-I) which is 

discussed at depth in this graph.   

 
Figure 2.2-3 Four possible failure modes associated with debonding phenomenon [COE 2015] 
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The failure in the interface between FRP strip and adhesive (BE-I), is known as adhesive failure. The resistance 

to this failure mode depends on bond length, adhesive strength and  traverse confinement. Traverse 

confinement results in an increase in shear strength caused by friction due to the additional contact pressure. 

The average shear strength  "�; can be determined by the equation:   

 

"�; = = ∙ - ( 2-1 ) 

 

where μ is the frictional coefficient and the stress that can be defined as a function of the contact pressure, p. 

The BE-I mode is critical for FRP with a smooth or lightly sand-blasted surface. In other words, the surface is 

not rough enough to provide mechanical interlocking between the FRP surface and the epoxy. Therefore the 

bond resistance relies primarily on adhesion between the FRP and the epoxy. For many hard epoxies a 

mechanical interlocking is necessary to provide proper bonding. One way to improve the bonding resistance 

and prevent BE-I failure is to apply a roughing treatment on the surface of the FRP.  

 

2.2.3. Direct pullout tests 
The Direct Pullout Test (DPT) for FRP NSM is derived from an existing experiment in concrete. These specimens 

consist of a concrete block that is cast with a bar of steel in the middle with a predefined bond length, as 
shown in Figure 2.2-5. During testing the steel bar is pulled out of the concrete block (Figure 2.2-4). The applied 

force and the displacement of the steel bar relevant to the concrete block are measured. The relation between 

force and slip (i.e. relative displacement) allows the definition of the bond-slip relationship, which is used to 

characterize bond. [LORb 2002] 

 

 

From the FBD (Free body Diagram) in Figure 2.2-4 the development of the shear stress can be written as;  

 

"(�) ∙ Σ@AB ∙ C� + E�   = E� +  CE� 
 

"(�)  = CE�
Σ@AB ∙ C� 

( 2-2 ) 

 

Here Σ@BA is the perimeter of the FRP strip cross-section, E� is the normal stress of the FRP strip and " is the 

shear stress on the FRP surface. With Hooke’s law (E = 2 ∙ �) and the definition of normal stress (E = �/) 

equation ( 2-2 ) can be rewritten as; 

 

"(�) = �� ∙ ℎ�
2 (�� + ℎ�) ∙ 2�	
 ∙ C��	
(�)

C�  ( 2-3 ) 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2-4 Schematic view Free body diagram bond loaded with force F 

 
Figure 2.2-5 Priciple bondstrength test 
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Where �� and ℎ� are the thickness and width of the FRP, respectively. Furthermore, 2�	
 is the Youngs 

modulus of the FRP, and ��	
 is the strain of the FRP. Finally "(�) is the Shear stress on the FRP at distance 

� from the loaded end.  

 

Given that strain gauges show the strain at discrete points along the bonded length, Equation ( 2-3 ) can be 

expressed as: 

 

" G�/ + �H
2 I = �� ∙ ℎ�

2 (�� + ℎ�) ∙ 2� ∙ ��/ + ��H
�/ + �H

 ( 2-4 ) 

 

��/ is the strain reading at the location J expressed by the coordinate �/.  

 

The definition of slip is the relative displacement between reinforcement and the parent material. Also the 
definition of strain is the derivative of the displacement of the loaded element so that; 

 

�� = CK�
C�  LMC �� = CK�

C�  ( 2-5 ) 

 

Here �� and �� are FRP strain and the epoxy strain, respectively. Furthermore K� and K� are the displacement 
of the FRP strip and epoxy, respectively. The total slip of the CFRP bar/strip can be determined as:  

 

C�
C� = �� − ��  ≈ �� ( 2-6 ) 

 

where epoxy strain, ��, is assumed to be negligible when compared to the FRP strain, ��. The total slip at any 

location of the bar can be derived as follows [LOR a 2014]:  

 

�(�) = �(0) + P  ��  C� 
�

(
  ( 2-7 ) 

 

Here, �(�) is the slip at any distance �, �(0) is the displacement from the loaded end. For the approximation of 
discrete strain readings equation ( 2-7 ) can be rewritten as; 

 

�(�) = �(0) + Q ��H ∙ (�H + �HRS )
/

HTS
  ( 2-8 ) 

 

As a result the slip can be determined with the discrete strain readings with equation ( 2-8 ). 

 
With Equation ( 2-4 )and ( 2-8 ) the bond-stress, "(�), in relation to the slip �(�) can be plotted for every load 

increment. From these plots the bond slip behavior could be determined along the bonded length (�). 
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2.2.4. Recommendation DPT  
Based on the literature and observations of preliminary tests a recommendation for the DPT is made. Figure 

2.2-6 shows the recommended test setup for a DPT. The figure shows that there are strain gauges applied 

along the surface of the CFRP-strip, similarly to the test setup performed by Dizhur. [DIZ 2015] 
Strain gauges are also applied on the non-bonded length of the CFRP. The reason for placing strain gauges 

to measure the strains of the CFRP. In addition, the strain gauges along the height of the specimen may show 

the development of stresses along the bonded length.  

 

 
Figure 2.2-6 Recommandation DPT 

 

 

 Conclusion  
The governing failure mechanism in a DPT is the debonding of the FRP strip from the epoxy. This means firstly 

that surface properties of the FRP are essential and that the pull-out strength is important for determining the 

effectiveness of a retrofit system. As the failure occurs on the interface between FRP strip and adhesive 

mechanical interlocking is a very important feature in the strengthening with NSM FRP, while post failure the 

system could still can resist an applied force on the CFRP. 

When considering pull-out tests it is better to use a DPT with masonry wallets, instead of a centric placed 
DPT. This is because the effect of eccentric deformation must be taken into account, as full scale problems 

have also these eccentric deformations. In addition, due to the flexibility of the epoxy that will be used for this 

purpose a sufficient bonding length is necessary. A bonding depth of around 1000 mm (U 15 stacked bricks) is 

sufficient for the bond-slip behavior investigation. 
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3. Experiments Material Properties 
The following chapter describes the steps followed to obtain data from several types of experiments. The 

chapter starts off with masonry tests then the CFRP test where after the experiments performed on the epoxy 

are discussed. This chapter consists of results from experiments which are performed by independent research 

or by the manufacturer of the epoxy. In the later cases the material behavior was too complicated and 

specialized equipment was necessary. 

 

 Masonry tests 

3.1.1. Compression test 
Figure 3.1-1 shows the typical setup of a masonry compression test. The specimen consisted of 6 bricks with 

mortar joint with a thickness of 10 mm. A gypsum layer is applied at the top and bottom surface of the 

specimen to prevent peak stresses and an incidental inclination. The gypsum is placed on a flat steel surface 

to achieve a smooth surface. Four LVDTs are then placed near each corner of the specimen at 10 mm from the 

edge. The contact points of the LVDTs are placed at the center of the second brick from the top and bottom. 
The exact lengths are measured afterwards to allow a more accurate determination of the strains. Then a 

compression is applied with a hydraulic bench that extends with a speed of 1 ��/�JM. 

 

  
Figure 3.1-1 Specimen MB6-Comp-1 front and back 

 

 
 

Table 3-1 Dimensions masonry prism without gypsum 

 Dimension 

 [mm] 

Brick width 97 

Brick height 49 

Brick length 209 

Joint thickness 10 

Masonry prism height 344 

 

Table 3-2 shows the measuring length between every LVDT. This is required to obtain the correct strain 

readings, as the strain is proportional to the length to distance where the elongation is measured. 

 
Table 3-2 Measuring length L for each LVDT 

Specimen name LVDT-02 LVDT-03 LVDT-04 LVDT-05 

[#] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

MB6-COMP-1 190 185 180 190 

MB6-COMP-2 185 178 179 177 

MB6-COMP-3 185 187 182 180 

MB6-COMP-4 174 170 170 172 

MB6-COMP-5 172 173 183 176 

MB6-COMP-6 190 185 180 190 

 

The goal of the compression test is to determine compressive strength and Young's modulus. The compressive 

strength is determined by the maximum load divided by the loaded surface area of the brick. The Young's 

modulus (2) is determined by equation ( 3-1 ). 

 

2 <
ΔE

Δ�
<

EX(%  E,(%

�X(%  �,(%

 ( 3-1 ) 
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Where E,(% is the normal stresses at 30% of the maximum load.  Furthermore �,(% is the average strains at 

30% of the maximum load. Both the stresses and strains are taken from 30% of the maximum load is because 

initial inclination of the specimen influence the displacement readings. This means if a specimen is at an large 

inclination, a displacement in the opposite direction of applied load can be observed. However this negative 

displacement is canceled out after 30% of the maximum load. In addition, the specimen experiences a 

softening curve after 80% of the maximum load. These phenomena are shown in Figure 3.1-2.  

 

 
Figure 3.1-2 Stress-strain diagram specimen MB6-COMP-2 

 

3.1.2. Bond wrench test 
A bond wrench test can give an indication for the bond strength of a mortar joint on the clay brick. Figure 3.1-3  

shows the test setup for the bond wrench test. The specimens consisted of 2 bricks with a mortar joint of 10 
mm. The bottom brick of the specimen is then placed in a clamp to prevent movement and the top brick is 

clamped with a bond wrench. At the load application a displacement of 10 mm/min is applied, which means a 

rotation 0.03 rad/min. 

 

 
Figure 3.1-3 Specimen MB2-Bond-4 

 
 

 
Figure 3.1-4 Dimensions bond wrench Test 

 

Figure 3.1-4 shows the dimension of the test setup and the distances of the applied load. The bond wrench 

had a weight of �S = 91.5 � and had centre of gravity �S < 168 �� from the masonry prism centerline. The 
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load initiation, ��, of the specimen started at �� ≈ 350 �� from the masonry prism centerline. Thus, the 

bending moment can be determined as shown in equation ( 3-2 ).  

 

`: = �S�S + ���� ( 3-2 ) 

 

In addition, the flexural stress can be determined with the section modulus and bending moment as; 

 

E�� 0 = `:
a = 6`:

bℎ� − �S + ��
bℎ  (�cM�JdM �JCc) 

 

E�� & = `:
a = − 6`:

bℎ� − �S + ��
bℎ  ()d�-ec��JdM �JCc) 

( 3-3 ) 

 

Here, b is the length and ℎ is the width of the brick, and `: is the maximum bending moment. And E�� / is the 
stress due to bending of the specimen. 

 

Figure 3.1-5 shows the load-displacement diagram of six bond wrench tests. It can be seen that the 

displacement fluctuates along the loaded tip. The fluctuation happened due to the measurement range of the 

built in LVDT device, which in this case is designed for displacements of 100 mm. Furthermore, as the 

displacement measured at a distance of 351 mm for the specimen small vibration of the oil pump are also 

picked up by the sensor. Since the bond wrench test had displacements of 3 mm, inaccuracies occurred and 

even though the displacement was inaccurate, the maximum load could be measured accurately to determine 

the flexural strength of the mortar joint.  

 

 
Figure 3.1-5 Results bond wrench test 
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 CFRP Stiffness 
The Young's modulus of the CFRP is not determined according to the ISO-527-5 standard, as how it normally 

should be done. This is due to the fact that the DPT specimens fail before the CFRP is loaded up to its full 

potential. In this case the stiffness of the CFRP-strips are determined directly from the DPT test. For the DPT 
(Chapter 4) every specimen is equipped with a strain gauge outside the embedded area of the CFRP-strip, as 

shown in Figure 3.2-1. As a result the strains of the CFRP could be determined as shown with Figure 3.2-2. 

With the measured strain and measured load from the DPT the stiffness can be found using equation ( 3-4 ). 

 

2 = Δ�
A Δ�

<
�X(%  �,(%

��X(%  �,(%�
 ( 3-4 ) 

 

Figure 3.2-3, shows the stress-strain diagram of specimen Green-10. The figure shows that the strains of the 

CFRP follows the same load path after the load is release. This means that the no plastic deformation occurs 

in the CFRP-material during a DPT. Therefore, the material behavior can be assumed to be linear elastic.   

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.2-1 Placement strain gauge SG8-00 

 
Figure 3.2-2 Free body diagram CFRP strain from DPT test 

 

 
Figure 3.2-3 stress-strain Specimen Green-10-y,s 
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 Adhesive Stiffness 

3.3.1. Young's modulus adhesive 
The adhesive used in the DM FRP system is tested by the manufacturer. The Youngs modulus of the adhesive 

was determined with a tensile test according DIN ISO-527. The ISO-527 consisted of dog bone shaped 

specimens test, as shown in Figure 3.3-1.  

 
Figure 3.3-1 Specimen uniaxial tensile test 

 
Table 3-3 Dimensions specimen uniaxial tensiles test 

Symbol Description Dimensions Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

  [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

g, Overall length h 30 gS Length of narrow parallel side portion 12 U 0.5 e Radius h 12 

g� 
Distance between broad parallel-sided 

portions 
23 U 2 

b� Width at ends 4 U 0.2 bS Width of narrow portions 2 U 0.2 4 4 4 ℎ Preferred thickness h 2 2.14 2.14 2.156 �( Gauge length 10 U 0.2 � Initial distance between grips g� D 1 

 

The adhesive is poured in a die with dimensions as shown in Table 3-3.  After the curing period the die is 

removed, and the thickness is measured before testing these measurements. It can be seen from the table 
that the manufacturer used a wider specimen width, bS, compared to the DIN ISO-527.  

The stresses and strains are determined from the narrow middle part of the specimen, known as the gauge 

length, �(. In addition, the specimens are tapered to prevent stress concentrations. From the elongation the 

strains can be determined. The strain is with a non-contacting video extensometer (NCVE), as shown Figure 

3.3-2.  With this test setup the nominal stresses and strains can be determined. However, if the elongation is 

determined by measuring the elongation and deriving the strains with the equation, the true stress and true 

strain is determined. This is because necking of the specimen is not taken into account. Taking these 

differences in measuring into account is important for applying in a FEM program. 
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Figure 3.3-2 Schematic view uniaxial tensile test 

 

 
Figure 3.3-3 Test setup tensile test (ASTM D638) 

 

Figure 3.3-4 shows the stress strain relationship in the normal direction of the epoxy. The graph shows that 

the stiffness is not constant during the experiment. In other words no linear branch could be describe to define 
a Youngs modulus. This is may be explained by the fact that the adhesive has hyperelastic properties, whose 

stress-strain relationship can be defined as non-linearly elastic, isotropic, incompressible and generally 

independent of strain rate. Hyperelasticity provides a means of modeling the non linear stress–strain behavior 

of this epoxy. [MUH 2005] 

 

 
Figure 3.3-4 Stress strain relationship Green type Epoxy 
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3.3.2. Shear modulus adhesive 
The shear modulus denotes the deformation of a solid when it experiences a force parallel to one of its surfaces 

while its opposite face experiences an opposing force (such as friction).  

The shear stress, was tested  by the manufacturer according to MPLP-2017-3553/3. This standard uses a shear 
test consisting of two L-shaped steel blocks connected with the adhesive in between, as shown in Figure 3.3-6. 

The steel blocks are then pulled away from each other giving a shear stress on the specimen.  

 

 
Figure 3.3-5 Specimens shear test 

 
Figure 3.3-6 Test setup Shear test Epoxy 

 

The shear stresses in the direction parallel to the load application, can be determined by equation ( 3-5 ). 

 

"�6 = �j:.��&� = �C ∗ g ( 3-5 ) 

 

Here C and g are the width and the length of the specimen, respectively, and � is the applied load.  The stresses 

that are found with equation ( 3-5 ) are the nominal shear stresses. In addition, the shear strains can be derived 

with equation ( 3-6 ). 

l�6 = tan Δ��  
( 3-6 ) 

 

 

Here, Δ� is the displacement of the steel block relative to the other, and the � is the thickness of the adhesive. 

The shear strains derived from equation ( 3-6 ) are nominal shear strains. To estimate the true strains and 

stresses the lateral deformations must be taken into account. The shear strains for small deformations can be 
assumed as; 

 

l�6 =  Δ��  ( 3-7 ) 

 

This is due to fact that for small displacements  tan(p) = p. From equation ( 3-5 ) and ( 3-6 ) the shear modulus 

can be determined.  As a DPT puts a shear on the adhesive the shear modulus is an important parameter. The 

shear modulus is determined with equation; 

 

%�6 =  Δ"�6Δl�6 ( 3-8 ) 

 

For isotropic materials the stiffness in all direction the same. As the adhesive is assumed to be isotropic, the 

shear modulus is therefore %�6 = %�q = %6q. In addition, it must be noted that the stiffness does change with 

increasing load due to the hyper elastic behavior and incompressibility of the material.   
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Figure 3.3-7 Shear stress shearstrain relationship shear test 

 

 
Table 3-4 Dimensions specimens   

 Width d Thickness t Length  l 

  [mm] [mm] [mm] 

Test 1 25 1.75 10 

Test 2 25 1.75 10 

Test 3 25 1.75 10 
 

 
Similar to the normal tension test the shear test also show non-linearly elastic behavior. However, a constant 

stiffness can be found for the shear strain between 20% and 80 %. By rewriting equation ( 3-8 ) to determine 

the shear modulus between 20% and 80% shear strain. 

 

%�6 =  "X(%  "�(%lX(%  l�(% ( 3-9 ) 
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  Results Material Experiments 
The properties for the experiments are determined with the methods as shown in the paragraphs 3.1 up to 

3.3. The calculation and graph can be found in Appendix A. The results necessary to use as input for a FEM 

model are shown below.  
 

3.4.1. Compression Test 
Table 3-5 shows the results of the compression tests performed for the derivation of the Young's modulus and 
compressive strength. The mean value of the Young's modulus is determined to be around 3 GPa. 

 
Table 3-5 Results Compression test clay brick masonry 6 bricks 

Specimen Max load  Compression strength  Young's modulus 

[#] [kN] [MPa] [MPa] 

MB6-COMP-1 293 14.5 3040 

MB6-COMP-2 293 14.5 3056 

MB6-COMP-3 327 16.1 3442 

MB6-COMP-4 322 15.9 2708 

MB6-COMP-5 284 14.0 2804 

Mean 304 15 3010 

Standard deviation  19.2 0.95 285 

  

3.4.2. Bond wrench 
Table 3-6 shows the results derived from the bond wrench test with a mass of 9.15 kg and a center of gravity 

at 168 mm from the brick centerline. The maximum stress is around 8.8 MPa. However, there is large spread 

between the specimens. 

 
Table 3-6 Results bond-wrench test clay brick masonry 2 bricks 

Specimen Max applied load Bending moment Flexural stress 

[#] [kN] [Nmm] [MPa] 

MB2-Bond-1 -126 -2,90 x104 8,3 

MB2-Bond-2 -191 -5,19 x104 14,8 

MB2-Bond-3 -115 -2,52 x104 7,2 

MB2-Bond-4 -150 -3,73 x104 10,7 

MB2-Bond-5 -89 -1,58 x104 4,5 

MB2-Bond-6 -114 -2,47 x104 7,1 

Mean -131 -3,07 x104 8,8 

Standard deviation  36 1,25 x104 3,6 
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3.4.3. CFRP Stiffness 
Table 3-7  shows the max load and Young's modulus derived from the DPT test. The table shows that the 

maximum capacity of the CFRP is not reached as the tensile strength of a CFRP strip is 2800 MPa. However, 
the maximum load that is reached is on average ,1900 MPa for Green epoxy specimens, and 1066 MPa for 

Orange epoxy specimens. 

 
Table 3-7 Results CFPR tension test from DPT experiment  

Specimen Max load  Young's modulus Stress Percentage of FRP capacity 

[#] [kN] [GPa] [MPa] [%] 

Green-10-Y 56.0 210.7 1905 68 

Green-10-N 60.2 209.1 2048 73 

Green-15-Y 46.8 207.6 1592 57 

Green-15-N 50.5 208.6 1718 61 

Orange-10-Y 29.1 203.4 990 35 
Orange-10-N 28.8 202.6 980 35 

Orange-15-Y 31.3 203.2 1065 38 

Orange-15-N 30.3 204.1 1031 37 

Mean -- 206.2 -- -- 

Standard deviation  -- 3.3 -- -- 

 

3.4.4. Adhesive Stiffness  
Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 shows the results of the adhesive tests provided by the manufacturer. As discussed 

earlier the Young’s modulus and shear modulus change with increasing stress rates. Therefor the stiffness’s 

are determined at three different intervals of strains in order to monitor the change in stiffness. The chosen 

intervals are based which position a change slope occurs in the graph. 

  
Table 3-8 Results adhesive tension test from manufacturer 

Specimen Max  

stress 

Young’s modulus 

 Strain 0-10%  Strain 10-50% Strain 50-70% 

[#] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

Test-1 

4.2 13.33 5 1.25 Test-2 

Test-3 

 
Table 3-9 Results adhesive shear test from manufacturer 

Specimen Max 

 stress 

Shear modulus 

  Strain 0-10%  Strain 10-50% Strain 50-70% 

[#] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

Test-1 

5.25 22.0 6.4 4.2 Test-2 

Test-3 
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3.4.5. Summary Material properties 
The values of the mechanical properties, which are relevant for the scope of this research, where determined 

by means of experimental research.  However, properties of the epoxy could not be determined due to lack 

of the equipment available at the time of the writing of this paper. Therefore, properties provided by the 
manufacturer are used for a FEM-analysis. Table 3-10 shows all the properties that are derived from 

experiments. Due to the fact that not all properties could be tested, properties provided by the manufacturer 

or found from literature. 

 

Table 3-10 Summary mechanical properties  

Property  Masonry  CFRP Epoxy green** 

Young’s modulus [Gpa] 3.0 206 34 

Poisson ratio [-] 0.3 0.3* 0.48 

Compression strength [N/mm2] 15 -- -- 

Tensile strength [N/mm2] 8.8 (flexural) 2800* 5.3 

Shear stress [N/mm2] -- -- 4.5  

Elongation at break [-] -- -- 0.9 

*   Value obtained from literature 

** Values provided by manufacturer 

--   Values not relevant for the scope of research 
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4. Direct Pullout Test 
 Scope 

A Direct Pullout Test (DPT) is used to investigate the effect of axial loading on local behavior at the epoxy-CFRP 

interface when used to retrofit a wall loaded OOP. In addition, the DPT method is less time consuming and 

easier to prepare compared to a Beam Pullout Test (BPT). Furthermore, a DPT can be used to investigate the 

development of shear stresses and strains with increasing embedment. The development of strains and 

stresses give an indication for the performance and behavior of the retrofit system. [COE 2015] 

The objective of the experiment is to find out to what extent the retrofit system performs during an 

earthquake loading. During an earthquake, an acceleration and a horizontal displacement  is imposed on the 

structure. The applied displacements cause a certain strain in the reinforcement giving a tensile force in the 

rods of the retrofit system and a shear stress on the epoxy. This relationship of Out Of Plane (OOP) 
displacement combined with shear stress on the reinforcement is similar to reinforced concrete, where the 

steel rebar  

 
Figure 4.1-1 DM FRP Wall under imposed displacement 

 

4.1.1. Preparation of test specimens 
The bricks used in this research had dimensions of 205(U4) r 97(U2) r 49(U2)��, and a normalized 

compressive strength, according to the manufacturer, of >15 MPa. For the preparation of  the mortar, a Water 

Cement Factor (WCF1) of 23% was used [Tür 2018]. The compression strength of the mortar was tested 

according to NEN-EN 772-1. These properties were elaborated in Chapter 3.  

The masonry specimens used for the tests were constructed against a sideboard which is perpendicular to 
the floor, as shown in Figure 4.1-2. This is to ensure that the masonry specimens are as straight as possible. All 

masonry specimens consisted of 16 layers of bricks and had typical mortar joint thicknesses of 13 mm. This 

arrangement gives a bonded length of approximately 1000 mm, which is chosen to ensure that the specimens 

where longer than the critical bonded length. [Tür 2018] 

 

                                                           
1 at� = ��jj �� 7�0�.��jj �� &����0 r 100%  
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Using a water-cooled angle grinder, a groove is milled into the masonry prisms at depth ℎ� as shown in Figure 

4.1-3. Dust caused by milling was removed by compressed air. Then the CFRP strips were cleaned and 

degreased with acetone after being cut to a specific length. Half of the CFRP strips were equipped with strain 

gauges. In order to investigate the development of strains along the bonded depth. Strain gauges were placed 
on the CFRP strip on alternating sides to prevent asymmetric effects. Furthermore, alternating makes it 

possible to obtain more measurements along the embedded length, while limiting the decrease of surface 

area for the adhesive to adhere to. 

Due to the fact that the strains are the same along the interface, the stresses in the epoxy-CFRP interface 

may be derived easily. Therefore, the strain gauges along the height of the specimen show the normal stress 

development. Using equation ( 2-4 ) the shear stresses can be determined at discrete interval. 

After placing the strain gauges on the CFRP strip a wax layer was applied on the strain gauges as show in 

Figure 4.1-4. The application of wax ensures that the strain gauges do not get pulled of the CFRP surface at 

large displacements. 

 
Figure 4.1-4 Wax on the strain gauges 

 
Figure 4.1-5 Fork for placement CFRP 

 

Upon inserting the CFRP into the groove a layer of primer was applied to the groove first in order to obtain an 
improved bond of the epoxy with masonry. Afterwards the CFRP strip was inserted into the groove that is 

partially filled with the epoxy (green or orange). The CFRP strip is placed centrally within the groove such that 

the centerline of the strip is at the same position as that of the brick roughly at 50 mm depth, as shown in 

Figure 4.1-3. For this purpose, a specialized fork ( Figure 4.1-5) was used to obtain the same distance for every 

specimen. The excess epoxy was removed until a groove with depth of ℎ�� remained. After installation of 

CFRP the epoxy was left to cure for 24 hours. Then the groove was filled with a stiffer, where after a curing 

period of four days was maintained. The properties of the both the orange and green epoxy are shown in 

Appendix B.  

 
Figure 4.1-2 Wallets build against a vertical side board 

 

 
Figure 4.1-3 Section view Specimen with groove dimensions 
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Before the experiment can be performed aluminum plates were glued to both sides of the loaded end of the 

CFRP, as show in Figure 4.1-6, with a high strength instant adhesive. The surface aluminum strips were 

degreased with acetone to ensure optimal adhesion. The placement of aluminum strips is to facilitate a greater 

distribution of stress at the grips thus preventing slip of the CFRP. 

 

 
Figure 4.1-6 Aluminum plates glued on CFRP strip 

 

4.1.2. Test setup 
Figure 4.1-7 shows the test setup used for the DPT. The process started by carefully positioning the specimens 

under the grips of the testing equipment. The specimen is held on place with a pair of wooden blocks to 

prevent the specimens to rest on the free end of the CFRP. Hard cardboard is then placed between the 

specimen and bearing plate. The placement of the card board is intended to smooth out the rough surface of 

the brick and therefore prevents the occurrence of peak stresses.  

 

  
Figure 4.1-7 Advised test setup DTP see chapter 2.2.4 

 

Then a steel bearing plate is placed on the cardboard. The steel bearing plate had a thickness of 25 mm to 
ensure full restraint. Full restraint is required to prevent undesirable wedge type failure modes [Diz 2015]. The 

steel bearing plate had three openings, as shown in Figure 4.1-8. The centrally located opening allows the CFRP 

to pass through while the smaller openings allows the LVDT's to measure the displacement of the CFRP relative 

to the masonry, as shown in Figure 4.1-9. 
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Figure 4.1-8 Steel bearing plate 25 mm thickness 

 
Figure 4.1-9 Steel bearing placed in test setup with LVDT 

 

After placing the bearing plate, the specimen is lifted with the clamp at the end with the aluminum strips. This 
procedure is beneficial for two reasons. The first reason is that lifting the specimens the dead weight of the 

specimen can be measured from the Instron. This measurement is necessary to make sure that all specimens 

start with a same load. With steel threads the bearing plate is anchored to the base of the Instron. The nuts 

where tightened until a pretension of 1.5 kN was monitored according to equation ( 4-1 ). Secondly, lifting the 

specimen makes it possible for the specimen to find its own balance point as it allowed the specimen to set, 

thus decreasing the eccentricity during the test. In addition to the  

 acJuℎ� d8 �-c)J�cM + -ec�cM�JdM = 1,5 �� ( 4-1 ) 

 

Four LVDTs with a range of 15 mm were installed on the specimen. Two LVDTs were placed at the loaded end 

and two were placed at the free end. The average displacement of the LVDT pairs are used to determine the 

displacement at each end. For the loaded end the LVDTs are placed at a fixed distance of 70 mm from the 

masonry. Therefore, the elongation over this distance (70 mm) must b`e subtracted from the observed 

displacement from the mean LVDT value to obtain the slip at the loaded end. This is not necessary for the free 

end slip as the strain is zero at that position. 

  

4.1.3. Methodology 
The experimental study for the DPT consisted of eight specimens which varied in  two types of epoxy, two 

groove widths and possible application of strain gauges, as shown in Table 4-1. The specimens where denoted 
according the following naming convention; Epoxy type-groove width-application of strain gauges. Thus 

Green-10-Y,S is a specimen with a green epoxy with a groove width of 10 mm and an application of strain 

gauges along the bonded length. 

 
Table 4-1 Overview eight specimens used for DPT  

Specimen Epoxy Groove width Strain gauges 

[#] [#] [mm] [Y/N] 

Green-10-Y,S 

Green 

10 
Yes 

Green-10-N,S No 

Green-15-Y,S 
15 

Yes 

Green-15-N,S No 

Orange-10-Y,S 

Orange 

10 
Yes 

Orange-10-N,S No 

Orange-15-Y,S 
15 

Yes 

Orange-15-N,S No 
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 Test Results DPT 
The eight specimens are tested and the results are compared with each other. All results obtained from DPT 

tests are shown in Appendix A. First the effect of the application of strain gauges is discussed. It is necessary 

to understand that when applying the strain gauges the bond surface area is decreased as wax was applied. 
The decrease in bond surface area would also decrease the maximum load. If the maximum load decreases 

significantly, the specimens with strain gauges would yield inaccurate results. Next, the parameter that is 

compared is the type of epoxy used for retrofitting. The mechanical properties of the epoxy influence the 

performance of the NSM system. Finally, the groove width is compared. It is assumed that a smaller groove 

width should yield a lower displacement capacity. This lower displacement capacity is be explained through a 

simple model. Figure 4.2-1 shows that for the same displacement Δ the angle of rotation v, and thus the strain 

on the epoxy, is higher for smaller groove widths.  

 

 
Figure 4.2-1 Strain on epoxy for smaller groove width and larger groove width  

 

From the specimens with strain gauges an equation for the strain distribution along the depth can be 

constructed. The equation can be used to determine the shear stresses along the depth of the specimens. In 

addition, the equation of strain can be implemented in the FEM model which is discussed more elaborated in 
Chapter 5 and 6.   

All specimens yielded correct results except for specimen Orange-15-Y,s, which showed a discontinuity in 

the displacement at a load of 20 kN. This discontinuity can be explained by the fact that one LVDT at the free 

end got stuck on the threaded end of the steel anchors as shown in Figure 4.2-2. Therefore, free end 

displacement readings of specimen Orange-15-Y,S are discarded as it yielded incorrect results.   

 

         
Figure 4.2-2 LVDT support plate next to threaded end of the steel anchor 
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4.2.1. Influence application strain gauges 
Figure 4.2-3 shows the load-displacement diagram of the specimens with a green epoxy. The figures show the 

difference in loaded end displacement compared with the free end slip, as well as the maximum load. Table 

4-2 shows the values of the maximum load as well as the displacements at the maximum loads. The table 
shows that for specimens without strain gauges the load is more than 7% larger. This decrease in maximum 

load is to be expected, yet the overall failure mode as well as the shape of the curve of the load displacement 

diagram does not fluctuate much. However, for the specimens with Orange epoxy a decrease of maximum 

load capacity is not observed. This could be due to the fact that the Orange epoxy has a low strength in 

combination with flawed preparation of specimen Orange-15-Y,s. 

It can be concluded that for the exchange of more data the application of strain gauges is profitable even 

if the maximum load decreases. However, when approaching the problem numerically the decrease in 

maximum load must be accounted for. 

 
 

 

 

  

Figure 4.2-3 Load displacement diagram with and with out strain gauges Green specimens 

 

 

 
Table 4-2 Influence application of strain gauges: diffence without straingauges vs with strain guages 

Specimen 

Name 

Maximum 

 Load [wxyz] 

 wxyz Free end  

Displacement 

wxyz Loaded end 

  Displacement 

[-] [kN] [mm] [mm] 

Green-10-Y,S 56.0 
1.08 

3.1 
0.86 

10.6 
1.18 

Green-10-N,S 60.2 2.6 12.5 

Green-15-Y,S 46.8 
1.08 

2.6 
0.96 

8.5 
0.95 

Green-15-N,S 50.5 2.5 8.1 

Orange-10-Y,S 29.1 
0.99 

2.4 
0.97 

5.7 
1.03 

Orange-10-N,S 28.8 2.3 5.8 

Orange-15-Y,S 31.3 
0.97 

-- 
-- 

6.2 
0.02 

Orange-15-N,S 30.3 2.0 6.3 
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4.2.2. Green epoxy versus Orange epoxy 
Figure 4.2-4 shows the load displacement diagram of the four specimens with strain gauges. In these examples 

the parameters that vary are the groove width (10 and 15mm) and the epoxy type (Green an Orange). The 

figure shows that the orange epoxy specimens have the lowest performance as well as lowest displacement 
at maximum load both for the loaded end and free end. Table 4-3 shows the influence of the use of different 

epoxy. The table shows that the load capacity of the green epoxy compared to the orange epoxy is more than 

twice as large. In addition, the displacement at maximum load also increases more than twice for the green 

epoxy. 

It can be safely assumed that the performance of the green epoxy subsides the orange epoxy, in maximum 

load as well as displacement capacity.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

  
Figure 4.2-4 Load displacement diagram loaded end (left) and free end (right) Experiments with strain gauges 

 

 

 
Table 4-3 Influence epoxy type; difference Orange vs Green Epoxy 

Specimen 

Name 

Maximum 

 Load [wxyz] 

wxyz Free end  

Displacement  

wxyz Loaded end 

  Displacement 

[-] [kN] [mm] [mm] 

Green-10-Y,S 56.0 
1.93 

3.1 
1.29 

10.6 
2.30 

Orange-10-Y,S 29.1 2.4 5.7 

Green-15-Y,S 46.8 
1.79 

2.6 
-- 

8.5 
-- 

Orange-15-Y,S 31.3 -- 6.2 

Green-10-N,S 60.2 
2.09 

2.6 
1.13 

12.5 
2.82 

Orange-10-N,S 28.8 2.3 5.8 

Green-15-N,S 50.5 
1.99 

2.5 
1.27 

8.1 
1.29 

Orange-15-N,S 30.3 2.0 6.3 
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4.2.3. Groove width 10 mm vs. 15 mm  
The test data from the green epoxy specimens with a groove width of 10 mm and 15 mm are used. The reasons 

that only the green epoxy is compared, as concluded in chapter 4.2.2, is due to the fact that the specimens 

with the green epoxy have a higher load capacity, higher displacement at maximum load as well as a higher 
post peak load. Figure 4.2-5 shows the load displacement diagrams of the Green epoxy specimens. The figure 

shows that for groove width of 10 mm a higher load capacity is found as well as a higher displacement at 

maximum load. The difference in groove width should show that wider grooves also show higher displacement 

capacities. However, the two experiments that are performed show the opposite.  

It can be concluded that maximum load increases when using a groove width of 10 mm, when considering 

the load capacity and deformation capacity. However, this is only valid for specimens that use a green epoxy. 

When considering the orange type epoxy, load as well as displacement capacity decreases when using a groove 

width of 10 mm. Although, this decrease is not significant as the difference is around 2 kN for the orange 

specimens. In addition, the green epoxy performs better for all situations. 
 

 

 

  

Figure 4.2-5 Load displacement diagram loaded end (left) and free end (right) Experiments Green epoxy specimens 

 

 

 
Table 4-4 Influence groove width: percentage increase from 15mm to 10mm groove width 

Specimen 

Name 

Maximum 

 Load [wxyz] 

wxyz Free end  

Displacement 

wxyz Loaded end 

  Displacement 

[-] [kN] [mm] [mm] 

Green-10-Y,S 56.0 
0.84 

3.1 
0.84 

10.6 
0.81 

Green-15-Y,S 46.8 2.6 8.5 

Green-10-N,S 60.2 
0.84 

2.6 
0.94 

12.5 
0.65 

Green-15-N,S 50.5 2.5 8.1 

Orange-10-Y,S 29.1 
1.08 

2.4 
-- 

5.7 
1.10 

Orange-15-Y,S 31.3 -- 6.2 

Orange-10-N,S 28.8 
1.05 

2.3 
0.84 

5.8 
1.09 

Orange-15-N,S 30.3 2.0 6.3 
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4.2.4. Strain along embedded length 
As discussed in paragraph 4.1.1, four specimens where equipped with strain gauges at certain depths, and 

alternating sides of the CFRP. Figure 4.2-6 and Table 4-5 show the position of the strain gauges relative to the 

masonry surface at the loaded end as well as the CFRP top end. For strain gauge SG8-00 it is assumed that the 
strain in the first 350 mm of the CFRP is constant. Therefore, the strain reading found at 315 mm from the 

CFRP end is the same up until the masonry surface. 
 

 
Table 4-5 Position of strain guage 

Strain gauge  

name 

[-] 

Distance from  

CFRP end 

[mm] 

Distance from 

 masonry surface 

[mm] 

SG8-00 315 0 

SG8-08 375 25 

SG8-01 435 85 

SG8-09 500 150 

SG8-02 625 275 

SG8-10 745 395 

SG8-03 870 520 

SG8-11 1055 705 

SG8-04 1245 895 

 
 

The development of strain is visualized when the readings are plotted next to each other for every load 

increment of 5 kN. From the specimens shown in paragraph 4.2.2, that are equipped with strain gauges, a 

regression analysis was performed. With the program Excel a regression analysis is performed in order to 

obtain an equation for the strain distribution ( ���� ) along the bonded length of the specimen. Figure 4.2-7 

shows how the presupposed order of strain distribution reflects the bond stresses. This is due to the fact that 

the shear stress is one order lower than the strain distribution. From the figure it can be seen that a fourth 

order polynomial is required in order to construct an accurate equation for "���.  

The reason for using a third order polynomial is due to fact that the 4th order of the equation is too high to 
determine the all the terms. This is due to the fact that there are only 4 boundary condition applicable "��� =0, "�0� = 0, ���� = 0 and ��0� = �

{|. 

 
Figure 4.2-7 Order of strain distribution ����(green) en shear stress distribution "���(red) for increasing   

 
Figure 4.2-6 Placement strain gauges along the embedded 

length specimen 
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Figure 4.2-8 and Figure 4.2-9 show the strain distribution approximated with a 3rd order polynomial. This is 

done for both the  specimens Green-10-y,s and Green-15-y,s. Both equations yield an }� > 0.95, which is the 

proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is predictable from the independent variable(s). 

[HAR 2017].   

Table 4-6 shows the values of strain at specific loads at every embedded depth starting from 10 kN up until 

the maximum load with steps of 5kN. The table shows that at strain gauge SG8-02 malfunctioned before 

testing. Furthermore, strain gauges SG8-08, SG8-01 and SG8-09 malfunctioned later during testing. The values 

that yielded unrealistic results (due to malfunctioning of strain gauges) are removed from the graphs. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.2-8 Strain along the bonded length Green-10-y,s 3rd order polynominal (right) 

 

 

 
Table 4-6 Strains measured by strain gauges [mm/m] Green-10-y,s 

Distance 

 CFRP 

Distance  

masonry 

10 5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 56 

kN kN kN kN kN kN kN kN kN kN 

315 0 1.72 2.59 3.46 4.32 5.16 6.00 6.83 7.65 8.47 9.44 

375 25 1.42 2.18 2.95        

435 85 1.43 2.16 2.90 3.66 4.52 5.63 6.61 7.58   

500 150 1.18 1.79 2.42 3.07 3.84 5.00 6.08 7.01   

625 275 No strain data available 

745 395 0.64 1.00 1.39 1.80 2.34 3.27 4.40 5.41 6.28 7.53 

870 520 0.44 0.69 0.97 1.28 1.66 2.36 3.16 3.98 4.84 6.26 

1055 705 0.23 0.37 0.53 0.70 0.92 1.33 1.80 2.30 2.85 4.14 

1245 895 0.07 0.12 0.16 0.22 0.28 0.41 0.56 0.71 0.89 1.30 

1330 980 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Figure 4.2-9 Strain along the bonded length Green-15-y,s  3rd order polynominal 

 

 
Table 4-7 Strains measured by strain gauges [mm/m] Green-15-y,s 

Distance  

CFRP 

Distance  

masonry 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 46 

kN kN kN kN kN kN kN kN 

315 0 1.59 2.48 3.35 4.21 5.07 5.90 6.74 7.76 

375 25 1.53 2.38 3.22 4.08 5.03 5.97 6.74  
435 85 1.24 2.01 2.78 3.56 4.39 5.24 6.19 7.38 

500 150 1.05 1.71 2.36 3.06 3.86 4.79 5.82 7.10 

625 275 0.81 1.34 1.86 2.43 3.09 3.97 5.10 6.59 

745 395 0.56 0.95 1.34 1.77 2.27 2.94 3.91 5.43 

870 520 0.38 0.67 0.97 1.28 1.64 2.13 2.86 4.23 

1055 705 
No strain data available 

1245 895 

1330 980 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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 Predictive model DPT 

4.3.1. Strain distribution approximation 
With the Experimental results shown in Chapter 4.2 a general equation approximation for the strain 

development was made. It is shown in paragraph 4.2.4 that a 3rd  order polynomial function can estimate the 

strain along the bonded length. However a 2nd order polynomial is easier to use as an approximation. The 

general form of a 2nd order polynomial function is shown in equation ( 4-2 ). 

 

���� = L�� D b� D ) ( 4-2 ) 

 

Where L, b and ) are unknown variables and � the distance from the loaded end in meters. By using Excel 

regression analysis, a 2nd  order polynomial is approximated for the load �.  

 

  
Figure 4.3-1 Strain along the bonded length Green-15-y,s 2nd order 

polynomial 

Figure 4.3-2 Strain along the bonded length Green-10-y,s 2nd order 

polynomial 

 

Figure 4.3-1 and Figure 4.3-2 show the strain distribution of the CFRP along the bonded length of the CFRP. As 

the load increases the shape of the curve changes due to local debonding. The local debonding starts at 35 kN 

and can be seen by the flattening at the beginning of the curve at the loaded end. This flattening of the curve 

means that strains are equalizing and therefore also the internal loads are equalizing which means that the 

shear stresses acting between the two measurement points are close to zero as a result of force equilibrium. 

 

 

LS( N  0.000096�,  0.000512�� D 0.184� ( 4-3a) 

bS( N  0.000119�,  0.00157��  0.316� ( 4-3b) 

)S( N 0.174� ( 4-3c) 
Figure 4.3-3 a,b,c values with respect to applied load Green- 10 
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LS� N  0.000281�, D 0.01051 D 0.0593� ( 4-4a) 

bS� N 0.000297�,  0.0116��  0.201� ( 4-4b) 

)S� N 0.174�  ( 4-4c) 
Figure 4.3-4 A,B,C values with respect to applied load Green- 15 

 

In order to investigate the change in the curved shape the value of the first, second and third term (a,b,c, 

variables) from equation ( 4-2 ) are plotted against the applied load as shown in Figure 4.3-3 and Figure 4.3-4. 

The figure shows that for the c term a linear equation is found. This is due to the fact that the CFRP is linear 

elastic, and that at � = 0 the strain is equal to that of the strain found with Hooke’s law. This can be proven 

by filling in the Young’s modulus (Chapter 3.2) and the cross sectional area of the CFRP as shown in equation 

( 4-6 ) When comparing the result of equation ( 4-6 ) to equations ( 4-3 c) and ( 4-4 c) found for the c values in 

the graphs found in Figure 4.3-3 and Figure 4.3-4, it can be seen that the values are close to each other. 

 

�(0) = �2 ( 4-5 ) 

2 = 209 ����� ;   = 28 ���   

� = 0.1709�~0.174� ( 4-6 ) 

 

The first and second term (L, b) quantify the shape of the curve and the decrease of strain along the bonded 

depth. In addition, the first and second term of Figure 4.3-3 and Figure 4.3-4 also show a certain relationship. 

Taking the average of first and second term a linear relationship can be found. This linear relationship can also 
be seen in Figure 4.3-3 and Figure 4.3-4 indicated with the purple line. The slope of the average of L and b- 

terms is equal to  0,088� (with � being the applied load in kN) for both Green 10 and 15. This may mean 

that the groove width does not affect local behavior(interface CFRP/Epoxy). However, experiments show that 

a variation in groove width does affect the maximum load. In addition, it may be concluded that the groove 

width effects the quantity of the strain along the bonded length. The different quantities can be derived by 

measuring the distance of the average line to the value which is shown in Figure 4.3-5. This figure confirms 

that both curves are similar in shape for both groove widths. 
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Figure 4.3-5 Quantity a and b term  

 

By substituting the values for (L, b, )) found in equation ( 4-3 ) and ( 4-4 ) into ( 4-2 ) will give the strain along 

the bonded length �. 

 �S(��� = � 0.000096�,  0.000512�� D 0.184���� D �0.000119�,  0.00157��  0.316��� D 0.174F    ( 4-7 ) 

�S���� =  0.000281�, D 0.0101�� D 0.0593���� D �0.000297�,  0.0116��  0.201��� D 0.174F    ( 4-8 ) 

 

Using these equations, the strain along the bonded length can be approximated for every load. In addition, 

when assuming a linear relation between groove width and the strain along the bonded length various widths 
can be approximated as shown in Table 4-8. The table uses linear interpolation to assume the strain 

distribution for every factor �L, b, )�.  

It must be noted that linear interpolation is an assumption based on the available data. In order to 

approximate the effect of groove width varying �7 > 10 �� and �7 < 15 �� other groove widths should 

also be tested. In addition, for loads higher than 45 kN the values of a,b and c are extrapolated, as loads higher 

than 46 kN were not reached for the specimen Green-15-ys. Furthermore, for loads higher than 55 kN it is not 

certain what kind of other failure mechanisms could occur as the failure plane that may occur at various 

positions depend on various variables discussed in Chapter 2.2.  
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Table 4-8 Equations for strain distribtion along bonded area of FRP bonded length 980mm ( L in meters) �  

[mm/m] 

Groove width 

5 mm 10 mm 12,5 mm 15 mm 20 mm 

A
p

p
li

e
d

 L
o

a
d

 [
k

N
] 

10 

�1,2701���  D  � 2,961� � D  �1,62� 
�1,296� ��  D  � 2,948� � D  �1,62� 

�1,309� ��  D  � 2,9415� � D  �1,62� 
�1,322� ��
D � 2,935� � D �1,62� 

�1,348� ��  D � 2,922� � D �1,62� 
15 

�1,6344���  D  � 4,1986� � D  �2,49� 
�1,924���
D  � 4,4416�� D  �2,49� 

�2,0688� ��  D  � 4,5631�� D  �2,49� 
�2,2136� ��  D  � 4,6846�� D  �2,49� 

�2,5032���
D  � 4,9276�� D  �2,49� 

20 

�1,6429���  D � 5,146�� D �3,36� 
�2,3104� ��  D  � 5,746� � D  �3,36� 

�2,6442� ��
D � 6,046� � D �3,36� 

�2,978� ��  D � 6,346� � D �3,36� 
�3,6456� ��  D � 6,946� �D �3,36� 

25 
�1,3621� ��  D  � 5,8474� � D  �4,23� 

�2,3832� ��  D  � 6,7719� � D  �4,23� 
�2,8938� ��  D  � 7,2341� � D  �4,23� 

�3,4044� ��  D  � 7,6964� � D  �4,23� 
�4,4255� ��  D  � 8,6209� � D  �4,23� 

30 

�0,8589� ��  D  � 6,347� � D  �5,1� 
�2,0704� ��  D  � 7,43� � D  �5,1� 

�2,6762� ��  D  � 7,9715� � D  �5,1� 
�3,282� ��
D � 8,513� � D �5,1� 

�4,4936� ��  D � 9,596� � D �5,1� 
35 

�0,1999� ��  D  � 6,6891� �D  �5,97� 
�1,3� ��  D  � 7,6311� � D  �5,97� 

�1,8501� ��  D  � 8,1021� � D  �5,97� 
�2,4001� ��  D  � 8,5731� � D  �5,97� 

�3,5002� ��  D  � 9,5151� � D  �5,97� 
40 

� 0,5479� ��  D  � 6,918� � D  �6,84� 
� 7,286� � D  �6,84� 

�0,274� ��
D  � 7,47� � D  �6,84� 

�0,548� ��  D � 7,654� � D �6,84� 
�1,096���  D � 8,022�� D �6,84� 

45 

� 1,318� ��
D  � 7,0779� � D  �7,71� 

� 1,9016���  D  � 6,3054�� D  �7,71� 
� 2,1933� ��  D  � 5,9191� � D  �7,71� 

� 2,4851� ��  D  � 5,5329� �D  �7,71� 
� 3,0687� ��  D  � 4,7604� � D  �7,71� 

50 

� 2,0435���  D  � 7,213� � D  �8,58� 
� 4,4768� ��  D  � 4,6� � D  �8,58� 

� 5,6934� ��  D  � 3,2935� � D  �8,58� 
� 6,91� ��  D � 1,987� � D �8,58� 

� 9,3432� ��  D  �0,626� � D  �8,58� 
55 

� 2,6578� ��
D  � 7,3676� �D  �9,45� 

� 7,7976� ��  D  � 2,0806� � D  �9,45� 
� 10,3675� �^2 D  �0,5629� � D  �9,45� 

� 12,9374� ��
D  �3,2064� � D  �9,45� 

� 18,0772� ��  D  �8,4934� � D  �9,45� 
 

4.3.2. Analytical vs. experimental  
Figure 4.3-6 shows the strain distribution along the embedded length of the CFRP when using equations ( 4-7 

) and ( 4-8 ). The figure shows that both curves are similar but still show a deviation.  Table 4-9 and Table 4-10 

show the difference in strain between analytical and experimental results for groove widths of 10 mm and 15 

mm. The tables show that the maximum deviation is around 0.5 mm/m. This relatively small deviation is due 

to the fact that round off errors occurred. 

This graduation project focuses on the numerical approach and experimental testing of the NSM FRP, and 

therefore further elaboration of the analytical approximation is discarded. It can be concluded that equations 

do yield proper results for an approximation of strains. This is because the equations approximate the strains 

within a tolerance of 1/1000th mm/mm and matches the curves of the experimental model. 
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Figure 4.3-6 Strain distribution analytical with correction factor vs experimental 

 

 

  
Table 4-9 Difference in strain analytical model and experimental Green-10-y,s [mm/m] 

Bonded 

distance  

10  

kN 

15 

 kN 

20 

 kN 

25  

kN 

30 

 kN 

35  

kN 

40 

 kN 

45 

 kN 

50 

 kN 

56 

kN 

0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.06 -0.09 -0.13 -0.18 -0.23 -0.30 

25 -0.24 -0.31 -0.38        
85 -0.05 -0.07 -0.09 -0.11 -0.07 0.20 0.29 0.32   

150 -0.12 -0.17 -0.22 -0.29 -0.28 0.06 0.24 0.20   
275           
395 -0.10 -0.12 -0.15 -0.21 -0.23 0.03 0.36 0.41 0.13 -0.26 

520 -0.10 -0.11 -0.12 -0.17 -0.23 -0.10 0.01 -0.03 -0.23 -0.38 

705 -0.09 -0.08 -0.07 -0.08 -0.11 -0.05 -0.04 -0.16 -0.40 -0.33 

895 -0.16 -0.15 -0.12 -0.08 -0.04 0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.21 -0.37 

980 -0.23 -0.24 -0.20 -0.14 -0.06 0.00 0.04 0.04 -0.03 -0.22 
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Figure 4.3-7 Strain distribution analytical with correction factor vs experimental 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4-10 Difference in strain analytical model and experimental Green-15-y,s [mm/m] 

Distance  

masonry 

10  

kN 

15 

 kN 

20 

 kN 

25  

kN 

30 

 kN 

35 

 kN 

40 

 kN 

46 

 kN 

0 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.15 -0.19 -0.22 -0.07 

25 -0.14 -0.11 -0.10 -0.08 0.02 0.10 -0.01  
85 -0.26 -0.22 -0.18 -0.16 -0.12 -0.12 -0.09 0.09 

150 -0.29 -0.25 -0.23 -0.20 -0.14 -0.03 0.06 0.25 

275 -0.23 -0.16 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.12 0.31 0.63 

395 -0.25 -0.17 -0.10 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 0.04 0.41 

520 -0.22 -0.13 -0.02 0.03 0.03 -0.02 -0.07 0.25 

705         
895         
980 -0.19 -0.18 -0.13 -0.03 0.10 0.24 0.39 0.54 
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5. FEM Analysis 
 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the FEM model developed for simulating the Direct Pull Test (DPT). In this pull-out 

problem five parts have to be considered: the masonry, the masonry epoxy interface, the epoxy, the epoxy-

CFRP interface and the CFRP, as shown in Figure 2.2-3. First, nonlinear material models for the epoxy are 

discussed. Where after the epoxy-CFRP interface is discussed. The reason that CFRP-Epoxy interface is 

discussed instead of the masonry-epoxy interface is because, experiments have shown that the epoxy CFRP 

interface is where failure often occurs. All FE-models are worked out numerically by the Newton-Rahpson 

method, indicated as Static General in the Abaqus software. In addition, some models that were used to 

orientate the input consist of a large mesh to reduce computational time. In order to further reduce 

computation time, the bond length was assumed at a length similar to that of 16 bricks without mortar joints. 
Furthermore the DPT is modeled three dimensionally, due to the fact that the force works perpendicular on 

the section plane. In addition, the cross-section of the specimens was only symmetric on a single plane, which 

inapt the execution of an axisymmetric 2D model. 

 

 Nonlinear material model Epoxy 
This chapter describes the nonlinear material model, which is used to describe the behavior of the flexible 

adhesive. Masonry and CFRP are assumed to have a linear stress strain relationship due to the higher Young's 

modulus compared to the epoxy. The properties of the epoxy, clay brick, and CFRP are determined in chapter 

3.4  and are summarized in Table 3-10.  

Adhesives  can be modeled in various ways. The material itself can be seen as a continuum element that 

has nonlinear visco-elastic/plastic properties. These visco-elastic/plastic properties mean that the stiffness 

changes proportional to the internal stresses of the material. These changes in stiffness can be seen in Figure 

5.2-1. The figure shows that for an increase in stresses the strains increase non-linearly. Another way to 
approach the mechanical properties of the adhesive is as a hyperelastic rubber with none or limited plastic 

behavior that only sticks on the surface. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-1 Non linear stiffeness Epoxy provided by manufacturer  

 

Table 5-1 Average Stress strains  Figure 5.2-1 

Normal stress 

[MPa] 

Normal strain 

[%] 

0 0 

0.30 1 

1.50 10 

3.00 30 

4.00 50 

4.25 70 
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Figure 5.2-2 FEM model  

 

In order to validate the material model, the experimental setup described in chapter 3.3 is simulated in 
Abaqus. Figure 5.2-2 shows the geometry of the FEM model. The geometry consists of a dog bone volume with 

a thickness of 2 mm. Along the z-axis of the geometry three meshes are applied. These meshes are to ensure 

proper discretization over the thickness. In addition, in the middle of the specimen along the gauge length a 

finer mesh is applied to decrease amount of meshes as shown in Figure 5.2-3, while increasing accuracy by 

introducing a more coarse mesh outside the gauge length.  

 

 
Figure 5.2-3 Discretization Geometery 

 

In order to determine a stress strain relationship of the epoxy material the strain in the normal direction (LE11) 

is plotted against the stress in the normal direction (S11). The values of the stress and strain provided by the 

manufacturer are the true stress �E0.:� and true strain ��0.:�values. The nominal stresses �E���� and nominal 

strains ������ can be determined with equations ( 5-1 ) and ( 5-2 ). 
 

E��� = E0.:�1 D �����  ( 5-1 ) 

aJ�ℎ; ���� = exp ��0.:  1� ( 5-2 ) 
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5.2.1. Plastic material model  
Nonlinear elasticity can be modeled in Abaqus with an application of a yield criterion. It is assumed that the 

load application is not cyclic and moves in a single direction. Therefore, nonlinear stiffness can be modeled 

with a plastic material model. Abaqus assumes that the stress/strain data is entered as true stress and true 

plastic strain. The true plastic strain ��5�� is determined by equation ( 5-3 ). 

 

�5� =  �0.:   E0.:(2)  ( 5-3 ) 

 
Using the values provided in Table 5-1 and equation ( 5-3 ) the plastic strain can be determined. The output of 

the logarithmic strain component is the sum of the elastic and plastic strain. This can be seen in Figure 5.2-4. 

This is because, Abaqus uses perfect plasticity to define isotropic yielding. Perfect plasticity means that the 

yield stress does not change with plastic strain. It is defined by giving the value of the uniaxial yield stress as a 

function of uniaxial equivalent plastic strain. In addition, perfect plasticity can be defined in tabular form. By 

filling in tabular data according to Table 5-2 the nonlinear stiffness can modeled.  

 

Using the plastic strain data, the follow results can be found as shown in Figure 5.2-5. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-5 FEM Plastic vs Experimental results Dog bone 

 

The stresses and strains of the experimental and the FE model follow the same path this could mean that 

plastic behavior can be applied for the nonlinear elastic behavior. However, this material model cannot be 

used when looking at cyclic loading due to the fact that the material does not necessarily deform plastically. 

 
Figure 5.2-4 Non linear stiffeness Epoxy with plasticity 

Table 5-2 Data Plastic properties Normal stress 

Yield stress 

[MPa] 

Plastic strain 

[%] 

Elastic strain 

[%] 

0.30 0 1 

1.50 5 5 

3.00 20 10 

4.00 37 13 

4.25 56 14 
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5.2.2. Hyper elastic material model  
Abaqus CAE has various hyper elastic material models by automatically creating response curves using 

selected strain energy potentials. Alternatively, experimental test data for a material can be used to  let Abaqus 

determine the optimal strain energy potential. One of the strain energy potentials that is used to describe the 
hyper elasticity through test data is called the Marlow model. [ABA 6-14] 

The form of the Marlow model strain energy potential is  

 

� = ���;� �S� D  �;��� ���� ( 5-4 ) 

 

Where U is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, with ���; as its deviatoric part and �;��  as its 

volumetric part �S is the first deviatoric strain invariant defined as; 

 

�S =; �S���� D ������ D �,���� ( 5-5 ) 

 

where the deviatoric stretches ��� = �R�� ∗ �/ �  is the total volume ratio; and �/ are the principal stretches. The 

deviatoric part of the potential is defined by providing test data.  
The mechanical response of a material is defined by choosing a strain energy potential to fit the particular 

material. The strain energy potential forms in Abaqus are written as separable functions of a deviatoric 

component and a volumetric component; i.e., [ABA 6-14] 

 

� = ���;� �S, ��� D  �;��� ���� ( 5-6 ) 

 

For the hyperelastic material models available in Abaqus, it is possible to directly specify material coefficients 

or provide experimental test data and have Abaqus automatically determine appropriate values of the 

coefficients. An exception is the Marlow form: in this case the deviatoric part of the strain energy potential 

must be defined with test data. As only test data is provided the it is possible to use the Marlow model. 

 

The Marlow model assumes that the strain energy potential is independent of the second deviatoric invariant 

(���. This model is defined by providing test data that define the deviatoric behavior, and, optionally, the 

volumetric behavior if compressibility must be taken into account. With the provided nominal stresses as input 

Abaqus will construct a strain energy potential that reproduces the test data. The interpolation and 
extrapolation of stress-strain data with the Marlow model is approximately linear for small and large strains. 

For intermediate strains in the range 0.1 to 1.0 a noticeable degree of nonlinearity may be observed in the 

interpolation/extrapolation with the Marlow model. To minimize undesirable nonlinearity, sufficient data 

points need to be specified in the intermediate strain range.  

The deviatoric behavior is defined by specifying uniaxial, biaxial, or planar test data. Volumetric behavior is 

defined by specifying nominal lateral strains as part of the test data, or by specifying the Poisson's ration 

manually. When no volumetric behavior is defined, Abaqus/Standard assumes fully incompressible behavior,  

Material test data in which the stress does not vary smoothly with increasing strain may lead to 

convergence difficulty during the simulation. It is highly recommended that smooth test data be used to define 
the Marlow form.  
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As mentioned before the stress strain data provided by the manufacturer is a true stress and tru strain 

relationship. However, when using Marlow hyper elastic model Abaqus requires the nominal stresses and 

strains. The nominal stress and strains can be determined with the equations( 5-1 ) and ( 5-2 ). Using these 

equations Table 5-3 can be used as input for the Marlow material model. 

  

 
Figure 5.2-6 Non linear stiffeness Epoxy provide by manufacturer  

 

Table 5-3 Stress strains  Figure 5.2-1 

Nominal stress 

[MPa] 

Nominal strain 

[%] 

0 0 

0.30 1 

1.36 11 

2.22 35 

2.43 65 

2.11 101 

 

When using the nominal stress strain data from the Marlow model the following results are expected. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-7 FEM Vs Experimental Marlow hyperelastic 

 

The Marlow material model follows the curve more precise and yields similar results compared to the plastic 

model. In addition, relaxing the stress on the material resulted in the material to revert back to its originals 

state.  
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 Epoxy-CFRP Interface modeling   
In order to model the epoxy-CFRP interface failure the bond-slip behavior of the epoxy-CFRP interface can be 

modeled as an interaction property. The direct pullout tests show that failure at the interface can be 

categorized into four stages. The first stage is loading where no failure occurs and no permanent damage or 
plastic deformation occurs. During this stage unloading of the specimen would mean that the deformation 

and would return to the original state.  The second stage is the initial failure of the epoxy at the interface 

between adhesive and CFRP. This stage is modeled with a damage initiation criterion, with either cohesive 

surfaces or elements. In addition, during this stage the effect of friction starts taking place. The third stage is 

the damage evolution of the element or surface, during this stage the stresses or strains meet the damage 

criterion, and softening occurs. As a result the local stresses drop and the shear stresses are redistributed over 

the bonded area which not yet met the damage initiation criterion. The final stage is when the adhesive 

element failed completely, and (when applicable) only frictional stresses act on the CFRP. 

 
The numerical models built in order to simulate the interaction of the epoxy, were based on the DPT. As shown 

in Chapter 5, failure at the interface of the epoxy and CFRP was governing. In order to model the failure at 

that interface, surface based cohesive behavior was chosen.  

Surface based cohesive (SBC) allow the specification of generalized traction-separation behavior between 

surfaces. Furthermore, SBC is similar to cohesive elements that are defined using a traction-separation law. In 

addition, SBC behavior is typically easier to define and allow simulation of a wider range of cohesive 

interactions. For example, SBC can be used to model ‘’stickiness’’ between surfaces that come into contact 

during analysis. In addition, the use of cohesive surfaces allow a faster computation time as the amount of 

elements in the FE-model decrease. However, interface thickness effects are never considered for cohesive 

surface. As a result the thickness effect is not taken into account in cohesive elements with traction-separation 
response, thickness effects can be incorporated by either specifying a nonzero thickness for the interface or 

by requiring the initial constitutive thickness to be determined from the nodal coordinates of the cohesive 

elements. [ABA 6-14] 

 

SBC-behavior is primarily intended for situations in which the interface thickness is negligibly small. If the 

interface layer has a finite thickness and macroscopic properties (such as stiffness and strength) of the 

adhesive are available, it may be more appropriate to model the response using conventional cohesive 

elements. In order to simplify this case a continuum approach is used for the epoxy and the epoxy-CFRP 

interface between epoxy and CFRP is assumed to contain a traction-separation relationship. 

 
Figure 5.3-1 shows the general traction-separation diagram of any node of cohesive surface between slave 

surface and master surface (for example at the green circle) . The figure shows that the first part is defining 

the elastic contact traction separation behavior.  The second part of defining SBC is the modeling of the 

damage initiation finally followed by modeling the damage evolution.  
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Figure 5.3-1 shows the damage initiation and damage evolution(red lines) of SBC. Damage modeling allows  

for the simulation of the degradation and eventual failure of the bond between two cohesive surfaces. The 

failure mechanism consists of two components: a damage initiation criterion and a damage evolution law. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3-1  General traction separation diagram SBC load in shear 

 

5.3.1. Elastic Traction separation behavior 
In the case of a DPT, before any (local)  failure occurs the interaction between CFRP and the epoxy is assumed 

to be linear elastic. This means that if the damage initiation criterion is not met, unloading would result into 
no permanent deformation between the interfaces. The elastic behavior is written in terms of an elastic 

constitutive matrix that relates the normal and shear stresses to the normal and shear separations across the 

interface. as shown in equation ( 5-7 ). [ABA 6-14](chapter 37) 
 

����j�0
� = �+�� +�j +�0+j� +jj +j0+0� +0j +00

� ∗ �1�1j10
� ( 5-7 ) 

 

The nominal traction stress vector, which consist of three components which represent one normal traction 

(��)  and two shear tractions (�j and �0).  In addition the 1�, 1� and δ� represent the separation corresponding 

to the traction stresses. The vectors and matrix in equation ( 5-7 ) can be simplified into equation ( 5-8 ). [ABA 

6-14] (chapter 37) 

 

� =  ¡ ( 5-8 ) 

 

Here � is nominal traction stress vector, ¡ is the separation vector, and   is the interface stiffness matrix.  

The separation vector ¡ denotes the displacement of the two surfaces. This displacement is in term of 

geometric thickness and the strain in the material as shown in equation ( 5-9 ). [ABA24 6-14](chapter 37) 

 

¡¢ = �¢ ∗ £¤ ¡¥ = �¥ ∗ £¤ ¡� = �� ∗ £¤ 
( 5-9 ) 

 

The stiffness matrix   is a predefined variable depended on the stiffness of the cohesive interface. The values 

of + are stiffness values per unit thickness. Hence the interaction stiffness of the cohesive is defined as: 
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Figure 5.3-2 Traction stiffness K 

 ¢¢ = ¦¢¢£¤  

 

 ¥¥ = §¨£¤ 

 

 �� = §©£¤ 

 

( 5-10 ) 

 

Where 2�� is the Youngs modulus in the normal direction, '( is the original/geometric thickness of the 

cohesive layer( in this case 1.0), and %S and %� are the shear moduli in tangential directions. [ABA 6-14] 

(chapter 32). 

In order to model the elastic stiffness of the interaction interface every value of +�� needs to be specified. 

Although when using uncoupled traction separation behavior, only the traction stiffness in the normal 

direction �+���  and the two shear directions �+jj and +00� need to be defined. The remaining values of the 
stiffness matrix   are then determined by Abaqus. The values of  +�� , +jj and +00 can be defined from the 

stiffnesses found in the experiments in chapter 3.3 and equation ( 5-10 ). The values of + determine the angle 

of the elastic traction separation part, as shown in Figure 5.3-2.  
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The values for   that are used as input for the FE-model can only be used to simulate linear contact. This 

means various values of stiffness need to be tested in the FEM model. For the purpose of this research three 

Shear moduli (G1 = G2) and three Young’s moduli (E1) are derived from three tangent lines located at three 

strain values, as show in Figure 5.3-3 and Figure 5.3-4. These values are found in Table 3-8 and Table 3-9. 

 

 
Figure 5.3-3 Youngs modulus for FE model 

 
Figure 5.3-4 Shear modulus for FE model 

 

5.3.2. Damage Initiation Criterion 
Damage initiation refers to the beginning of degradation of the cohesive response at a contact point. The 

process of degradation begins when the contact stresses and/or contact separations satisfy the damage 

initiation criteria. There are four different damage initiation criteria that are available.  

 

5.3.2.1. Damage initiation criteria 

All damage initiation criteria have an output variable associated with it to indicate whether the criterion is 

met. If the output variable reaches a value of 1 (or higher) the initiation criterion has been met. The criteria 

are based on a either a contact stress ratios or a separation ratio. If the values of the ratios reach the value of 

1 the damage evolution will be initiated. The four methods available in Abaqus CAE are shown in Figure 5.3-5. 
[ABA 6-14](chapter 37) 

 

 
Figure 5.3-5 Flowchart Damage initiaiton criterion  

 

The methods of each damage initiation criterion is depended on the situation. The maximum stress and 

separation criteria are used when a pure shear in a single plane, or pure normal stress is applied. The quadratic 
stress and separation criteria could take mixed mode behavior into account. This means that for the DPT 

situation a maximum stress or separation data can be used since the test is uniaxial. However, for the 

application of a Beam Pullout Test  (BPT) a quadratic stress or separation must be used, due to the fact that 

the CFRP-adhesive interface is not loaded uniaxial. Hence, it is better to use a quadratic stress or separation 

model even for a DPT simulation as it does not change the results. 

Damage 
Initiation

Traction stress 
based

Max Stress max 0«0«¬ , 00¬ , 0®0®¬ = 1

Quadratic stress 0«0«¬
� D  00¬

� D 0®0®¬
� = 1

Separation based

Max separation max ¯«¯«¬ , ¯¯¬ , ¯®¯®¬ = 1

Quadratic 
separation

¯«¯«¬
� D  ¯¯¬

� D ¯®¯®¬
� = 1
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The determination of a separation based or a traction stress based model is depended on the available data. 

If the maximum stresses of the material are known, the stress based criteria must be applied. However, for 

cases where the maximum stresses are not known the displacement depend variables can be used. The 

maximum contact stress values are denoted as ��( for the stress in the normal direction, and �j( and �0(  for the 

first and second shear direction, respectively. In a similar fashion, the maximum contact separation values are 

denoted as 1�(  for the separation in the normal direction, and , 1j( and 10( as the first and second shear 

direction, respectively. The triangular brackets 〈 〉 represent the Macaulay brackets. This means that for any 

value of �� and 1� lower than 0 will yield a value according equation ( 5-11 ). 

 

² = 〈�〉 ³J8 � < 0 �ℎcM ² = 0J8 � ≥ 0 �ℎcM ² = � ( 5-11 ) 

 

This signifies that in  the case of a pure compression on the surface will not initiate damage. 

 

5.3.3. Damage evolution 
The damage evolution law describes the rate at which the cohesive stiffness is degraded once the 

corresponding initiation criterion is reached. The overall damage at the contact points of the surface is 

denoted with the scalar damage variable, *, which has an initial value of zero. With damage evolution 

modeling the value of * increases monotonically from 0 to 1 upon loading after the damage initiation criterion 

is met. The contact stress components that are affected by the damage are determined according to equations 

( 5-12 ), ( 5-13 )and ( 5-14 ) 

 

�� = ³  �1  *����  , 8de ���  ≥ 0  ���                 , 8de ���  < 0 ( 5-12 ) 

�j = �1  *��j�  ( 5-13 ) 

�0 = �1  *��0�  ( 5-14 ) 

 

Here ��� , �j�  and �0�  are the contact stress components predicted by the elastic traction separation behavior for 

the occurring separations without damage. 

 

Abaqus provides two methods of determining the damage evolution, namely a displacement based and an 
energy based damage evolution. Both methods use different inputs in order to model the damage evolution.  

When using evolution based on displacement, the effective displacement at failure (1�) relative to the 

effective displacement at damage initiation 1( need to be specified. This quantity is called plastic 

displacement, 1����, as shown in Figure 5.3-6 and equation ( 5-15 ). 

 
Figure 5.3-6 Traction separation curve with linear damage evolution  
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Abaqus also provides damage evolution based on fracture energy, %&, which is the dissipated energy as a result 

of the damage process. Figure 5.3-6 shows that the fracture energy %& is the area underneath the traction 

separation curve. The value of %& is specified as a material property, as well as either a linear of exponential 

softening behavior. Abaqus then ensures that the area under the linear or the exponential damaged response 

is equal to the fracture energy. [ABA 6-14]. For the purpose of this thesis the displacement based damage 

evolution is considered as the value of fracture energy is not known beforehand.  

 

For the example shown in Figure 5.3-6 a linear scalar damage variable is used. The figure shows the effect of 

degradation of the traction, *�, influences the softening behavior. As the displacement increase the damage 
variable * increases from 0 to 1.  

For Surface Based Cohesive   behavior, Abaqus assumes that unloading during the damage evolution is a 

linear line towards the origin of the traction-separation plane, as shown by the arrow in Figure 5.3-6. Reloading 
will result in the traction to increase according to the same path on which unloading took place up until the 

traction stress �1  *��.  After reaching the maximum traction the damage evolution continues where it 

previously unloaded until total failure, 1�. 

All definitions of damage evolution consist of two components. The first component involves specifying the 
total/plastic separation at damage. The total/plastic separation at damage is the effective separation at 

complete failure (at * = 1) relative to the effective separation at initiation of damage (from * = 0). That 

means that the total/plastic separation can be determined as shown equation ( 5-15 ). 

 

1���� = 1�  1( ( 5-15 ) 

 

Here 15� is the total/plastic separation at damage, 1� and 1( are the effective separation at complete failure 

and the effective separation at initiation of damage, respectively. The second component of modeling the 

damage evolution is specifying the type of evolution/softening behavior with the scalar damage variable, *. 

This is done by either defining a linear or a exponential softening law. Alternatively it is possible to input the 

damage variable as a tabular function of the effective separation relative to the separation. Figure 5.3-7 show 

the different ways of implementing the various damage evolution criterion. With a tabular criterion any shape 

of softening can be simulated. However it is only possible to use tabular softening with a separation based 

damage evolution. [ABA 6-14] 

 

   

(a) tabular (b) linear (c) exponential 

Figure 5.3-7 Different definitions of damage evolution based on plastic displacement 

 

A detailed explanation on damage evolution can be found in Appendix C. 
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 Friction 
As mentioned before the during preforming a DPT the bonding goes into four stages. The fourth stage is the  

fully debonded (* = 1) friction stage. From the experiments it was made clear that after the maximum load 

was reached, hence the interface was fully debonded, a residual force remained. This residual force can be 
explained by frictional stresses at the failure plane resisting the applied displacement through mechanical 

interlocking of the fracture line as well as friction. 

In order to model friction in Abaqus, tangential behavior and normal behavior needs to be defined. 

Tangential behavior describes the shear deformation between two surfaces. This is modelled in Abaqus by 

using Coulomb’s law of friction. The normal behavior needs to be defined to simulate that the surfaces do not 

intersect each other. Normal contact behaviors are modelled with a pressure-overclosure contact model. 

 

5.4.1. Tangential behavior 
Coulomb friction model is used to relate the maximum allowable frictional (shear)stress across an interface or 

surface to the contact pressure between two or more elements. In the basic form of the Coulomb friction 

model, two contacting surfaces can carry shear stresses up to a certain magnitude (maximum shear stress) 

across their interface before they start sliding relative to one another. The maximum allowable shear stress 

("&./0) between two contacting surfaces is a function of the coefficient of friction (μ) and the contact pressure 

(-) as shown in equation ( 5-16 ) [CAR 2012]. 

 

"&./0 = =- ( 5-16 ) 

 

 
Figure 5.4-1 Slip regions for the basic Coulomb friction model [ABA 6-14] 

 
Figure 5.4-1 shows the equivalent shear stress as a function of contact pressure. The stick region is defined as 

the area under the critical shear stress. Sticking means that the applied stress is lower than the critical stress 

to induce a displacement and therefore no displacement occurs. 

 

5.4.1.1. Stiffness method for imposing frictional constraints 

Abaqus uses various methods for modeling friction. The most common method to define friction is the penalty 
method. The penalty method is a modified Coulomb friction model which allows some relative motion 

between the master-and slave surfaces, when they should be sticking. This relative motion is named elastic 

slip. Elastic slip affects the frictional behavior before the slipping phase occurs.[CAR 2012] While the surfaces 

are sticking (i.e. " � "&./0), the magnitude of sliding is limited to this elastic slip. Abaqus will continually adjust 

the magnitude of the penalty constraint to enforce this condition and to converge to the solution. The penalty 

method requires therefore the selection of an allowable elastic slip, l/. Using a large l/  in the simulation makes 

convergence of the solution more rapid at the expense of solution accuracy (there is greater relative motion 

of the surfaces when they should be sticking). Behavior in which no slip is permitted in the sticking state is 

approximated more accurately by allowing only a small l/. If l/  is chosen to be very small, convergence 
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problems may occur. However, in this research large slip deformations occur. Therefore, a larger value of l/  

can be used for determining the friction as it the influence of the elastic slip should have les influence on the 

total slip deformation. 

 

With the default settings the elastic slip is determined as a fraction of the characteristic surface length, g/̅. 
Abaqus scans all the faces of all surfaces in order to determine the characteristic slave surface length, when 

the surface are not modeled properly Abaqus could make errors when determining the surface length. As 

result the surface length could be determined inaccurately. The allowable elastic slip is determined as shown 
in equation ( 5-17 ). 

 

l/ = ��g/̅ ( 5-17 ) 

 

Here �� is the slip tolerance, g/̅ is the characteristic surface length and l/  is the elastic slip of the system. As 

mentioned before g/̅ is determined by Abaqus. �� however, is a user defined property which is, the fraction of 

the total surface which is allowed to slip. 

There are two methods for modifying the allowable elastic slip. One method is to specify l/  directly; the 

other is to specify the slip tolerance. It is possible to specify the absolute magnitude of l/  directly. A reasonable 

value is the where the relative displacement may occur before surfaces begin to slip. Usually, the allowable 

elastic slip is set to the small fraction of g/̅ at  0.005 g/̅. [ABA 6-14]. 

The elastic slip is chosen directly due to the fact that this research consist of three-dimensional problem 

and it is not clear how Abaqus determines the characteristic surface length. This uncertainty could result into 

inaccurate calculations of elastic slip. 

 

5.4.2. Normal behavior 
As mentioned before, for modeling friction a certain contact pressure is required to the surface in order to 

obtain shear stresses as shown in equation ( 5-16 ). The contact pressure is modeled with a surface to surface 

(StS) contact interaction. Abaqus uses a surface to surface interaction called “normal behavior”. Normal 

behavior describes the contact pressure as a function of the clearance and overclosure. Clearance is the 

defined as the distance between master and slave surface, while overclosure is the amount of penetration 
between the master and slave surfaces.  

 

Abaqus provides several pressure-overclosure methods in order to describe the contact pressure-overclosure 

relationships. The most common pressure-overclosure method is hard contact. Hard contact allows for 

surfaces to be pulled away from each other but prevents the master surface to be penetrated by the slave 

surface. As a result the two surfaces generate a contact pressure when pressed together and separate when 

pulled away from each other, as shown in Figure 5.4-2 and Figure 5.4-3. 
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Figure 5.4-2 Effect of pressure-overclosure relationships 

 

Hard contact pressure-overclosure relationship (red line) is shown in Figure 5.4-3, although the zero-

penetration (no overclosure) condition may or may not be strictly enforced depends on the constraint 

enforcement method used. From equation ( 5-16 ) it can be seen that contact pressure, -, is necessary for 

obtaining a frictional stresses. Therefor a “softened” constraint enforcement method must be used in order 

to generate a contact pressure at small amounts of clearance. In cases where no contact pressure is present, 

no frictional stresses occur. 

 
Figure 5.4-3 Pressure-overclosure relationship “hard contact” with direct constraint enforcement 

 

Due to the fact that a DPT is a pure shear case, the surfaces usually do not experience a normal pressure 

perpendicular to the contacting surfaces. However, there is a small pressure caused by the deformation of the 

adhesive and transvers confinement of the adhesive, as it is imbedded in the masonry brick. This pressure can 

be used as contact stresses. This lateral pressure is modeled by adjusting the clearance at which the contact 

pressure is zero. This can be done as mentioned before with an constraint enforcement method called linear 
penalty method. 
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Figure 5.4-4 shows the pressure-overclosure relationship when using a linear penalty constraint enforcement.  

By default the clearance distance is set to zero (green line), giving a value to this distance the pressure increase 

as shown with the red line. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-4 Pressure-overclosure relationship “hard contact” with linear penalty constraint enforcement 

 

With the linear penalty method the so-called penalty stiffness is constant, so the pressure-overclosure 

relationship is linear. When the linear penalty method is used, Abaqus/Standard will, by default, set the 

penalty stiffness (+�/�) to 10 times a representative underlying element stiffness.  

 

Another method to introduce an contact pressure is to add an eccentricity. The eccentricity could either be 

introduced by placing the CFRP under an angle or by an eccentric loading, as shown in Figure 5.4-5. The amount 

of eccentricity dictates the amount of contact pressure acting on the strip. 
 

 

 
Figure 5.4-5 Eccentricity for contact pressure 

 

An addition of an eccentricity is not uncommon with a pure shear stress problem. In reality due to inaccuracies 

during manufacturing these eccentricities could occur.   
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 Cohesive surfaces with friction 
The interaction behavior in tangential direction consists of two phases. In an ideal situation the model 

describing debonding is fully active and the friction model is inactive. However, if the surfaces are modeled 

inaccurately, a pressure due to overclosure can occur. In addition, inaccurate modeling could also yield an 
initial clearance. The clearance and overclosure issue is shown in Figure 5.5-1.  

‘’Once the surfaces start to debond, the friction model assigned to the surfaces will govern the tangential 

motion of the debonded slave nodes. Friction generates forces tangential to the interface when the surfaces 

are in contact. The frictional forces are independent of the debonding tractions that Abaqus/Standard applies 

and ramp off once a slave node debonds; the debonding tractions have no influence on the frictional behavior 

of a surface’’ <Abaqus manual 6.14>. 

 

 
Figure 5.5-1 Clearance and overclosure due to inaccurate modeling 

 

Figure 5.5-2 shows schematically of contribution of debonding model compared to the friction model to the 

shear stress or applied load. The figure shows that at the start of the simulation the friction is fully elastic and 

will be resisted by the adhesive bond. As soon as the damage Initiation criterion is met the friction model 

becomes active. As damage keeps increasing, both models are partly contributing to the shear stresses. At full 

debonding, the damage evolution model does not contribute to the shear stress anymore and the frictional 

model is then fully active. 

 

 
Figure 5.5-2 Interaction and debonding model and friction model 
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6. Direct pullout test with FEM 
 FEM model 

The model of the Direct Pullout Test [DPT] consisted of two parts. Namely, the epoxy filling and a CFRP strip, 

as shown in Figure 6.1-1. The figure shows that the bricks are modeled as a rigid support. The reason for this 

is to add simplicity to the model as well as to reduce computation time as the number of meshes decreases. 

Due to the fact that the number of meshes decreases by removing the masonry bricks an increase of mesh 

density could be applied over the adhesive in order to obtain more accurate results.  

Furthermore, a displacement of 20 mm is applied on the CFRP. The length of the bond is set to 980 mm, similar 

to experimental setup. 

 

 
Section A-A 

 
Section B-B 

Figure 6.1-1 Geometery FEM model  

 
 

The geometry of both the CFRP and adhesive are modeled with three-dimensional twenty node quadratic 

elements with hybrid formulation (C3D20H). The reason for using a hybrid formulation is to allow the use of 

hyper elastic material properties. In addition, due to the fact that the Poisson’s ratio of epoxy is around 0.5, 

Abaqus requires the use of a hybrid element formulation. Furthermore, the use of 20 node elements increases 

accuracy of the FE-calculations as the quadratic elements allow the element to curve, as shown in Figure 6.1-2. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.1-2 deformation C3D20(H) element 
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The interface between the CFRP and epoxy is modeled with cohesive surfaces as well as frictional interaction 

properties, in correspondence to Chapter 5.3 and 5.4. The material properties, which are used in the FEM 

model are shown in Table 6-1. The table shows that a friction coefficient higher than 1 is chosen. The reason 

for using a friction coefficient higher then physically possible is due to the fact that the constant pressure is 

very low post failure. As mentioned in Chapter 5 the frictional stress is directly proportional to the contact 

pressure. This means that at low pressure low friction stresses are found. The use of a friction coefficient 

means physically, that the force required to induce a displacement is (in this case) 5 times higher than the 

force acting on the CFRP due to contact pressure.  

 
Table 6-1 Material properties used for FEM from Experiments for prelimenary tests 

Part Parameters Symbol Value Unit 

CFRP Youngs modulus 2��� 200000 �/��� 
 Poisson’s ratio µ 0.2  

     

Epoxy Hyper elastic stiffness Dependent of nominal stress 

& strains 

  

     

Interface Elastic stiffness +�� = +00 = +jj 34 �/��, 
 Maximum traction �� 5 �/��� 

 Maximum  shear traction �0  , �j 4.5 �/��� 
 Total separation 1���� 20 �� 

 Exponential parameter p 6  

 Coefficient of friction = 5  

 Maximum elastic slip l/  20 �� 

 Geometric thickness '( 1  
 Zero pressure clearance t( 0 mm 
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 Results 

6.2.1. Preliminary FEM analysis 
Figure 6.2-1 shows the load displacement diagram of a preliminary FE analysis in comparison to the 

experimental results of specimen Green-10-y,s as shown in Chapter 4. The figure shows that using the 

properties from Table 6-1 will result in a damage initiation of around 80 kN at a displacement of 10 mm. It can 

be seen that the damage initiation is assumed to be high compared with the experiment. This is maybe due to 

the fact that the maximum traction shear stress of the interface is assumed to high. The reason for this 
overestimation is due to fact the maximum shear stress for the interface is derived directly from experiments 

where the maximum shear stress is the shear stress of the epoxy itself (a cohesive failure). The decrease in 

load may be due to the fact that the adhesive bond between the epoxy and CFRP is less strong than the 

material itself (adhesive failure).  

 

 
Figure 6.2-1 Load displacement diagram Preliminary FE-result   

 

After the damage initiation criterion was met, the friction model takes over and the load increases further. 

This is due to the high friction that was chosen as it was assumed that contact pressure would be too low. 

However, due to transverse confinement and small deformations of the epoxy the contact pressure gradually 

increases causing an increase in friction which then causes an increase in transverse deformation. As a result 
of the deformations occur in the longitudinal direction (perpendicular to the CFRP surface) as visualized in 

Figure 6.2-2. The figure shows the increase in stress parallel (=shear) to the strip as a result of the deformation. 
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Figure 6.2-2 Cycle of load increase due to high frictioncoefficient 

 

In order to obtain more realistic results a lower traction stress must be assumed first. In order to approximate 

the required traction it is assumed that the traction stress is overestimated to the same order as the force so 

that: 

 ��&0:����{¶ = "�&0:��"�{¶  ( 6-1 ) 

 

Here ��&0:�� and "�&0:�� are respectively the maximum load and traction stress that are comparable with the 

experimental results, and ��{¶ and "�{¶ are the maximum load and associated traction stress of FEM 

analysis as shown in Figure 6.2-1. The maximum traction stress for more comparable results is therefore 

determined by rewriting equation ( 6-1 ) so that; 

 

"�&0:�� = ��&0:����{¶ ∗ "�{¶ ( 6-2 ) 

"�&0:�� = 5500085000 ∗ 4.5 = 2.3 �/���  

 

Using a value of 2,3 �/��� for the traction stress should give more correct results.  

 

In addition, to the higher load at damage initiation an increasing residual force can be noticed post damage 

initiation/evolution. As mentioned before, this can be explained by the fact that the friction is assumed too 

high as the load only increase after failure. The friction as discussed in chapter 5.4 is dependent on two 

parameters, namely the contact pressure and the frictional coefficient. In this thesis, penalty friction is used 

which is a modified Coulomb friction model that introduces an ‘elastic slip’ in the sticking phase. 
By default, in Abaqus, the elastic slip is defined as 0.5% of the average length of all contact surface elements 

in the model. However, when using the absolute distance the elastic slip is independent of the element size. 

In order to reduce computation time and modeling time the elastic slip, l· , is set to a constant value.  (see 

Chapter 5.4) 

Longitudinal 
deformation 

Increase in 
contact 

pressure 

Increase in 
tangential 
stresses

Increase in 
stresses ⊥ to 

the CFPR
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6.2.2. Effect of elastic slip and frictional coefficient 
In order to find the appropriate value of the elastic slip a total of 17 simulations were performed. Table 6-2 

shows the values which are used to investigate the effect of the bond. The tests varied in four parameters, 

namely material behavior, traction stresses, elastic slip (l· ) and frictional coefficient (=). The hyperelastic and 
plastic material behavior are determined as shown in chapter 5.2. 

 
Table 6-2 Parameters for investigation friction 

Material behavior  Traction stress 

[¹/xxº] 

»·  
[xx] 

¼  

[-] 

Plastic 3.2, 2.1, 2.1 20 5 

  10  

  1  
  0.005%  

Hyper elastic 1 5.0, 4.5, 4.5 10 5 

   2 

   0.5 

   0.05 

Hyper elastic 2 3.2, 2.1, 2.1 20 5 

   2 

   1 

   0.5 

   0.05 

Hyper elastic 3 3.2, 2.1, 2.1 10 5 

   2 

   0.5 

   0.05 

 

Figure 6.2-3 shows the first set of FE simulations that were performed with plastic material behavior as shown 
in Table 6-2. The figure shows that for decreasing elastic slip the load due to friction increases. However, a 

constant load can be found similar to the experiments. It can also be seen that the moment of damage 

initiation at point “A” is similar to the maximum load of the experimental test. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that the traction stresses are assumed correctly. However, the displacement at damage initiation is lower due 

to the fact that the contact stiffness is assumed too high. At point “B” the  cohesive surface has failed 

completely, where after a combination of friction and material yield dictate the shear stress and load.  

Figure 6.2-3 also shows that as the elastic slip decreases the model yields higher residual stresses, which 

means that the residual load found in the test is a plastic maximum load. According to the Abaqus manual, a 

low value of elastic displacement should yield more accurate results.  
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Shear Stresses point A 

  
Shear Stresses point B (l = 1) 

Figure 6.2-3 Results Plastic material behavior  

 

The constant load found after point “A” could therefore be the result of from the plastic deformation. Ideally, 

the epoxy behaves more elastically as the load decreases and the epoxy returns to its original state. With the 

hyperelastic material model the epoxy will get a chance to return to the original state in contrary to the plastic 

material behavior. 

Figure 6.2-4 shows the results of hyperelastic material behavior used in combination with traction stress 
as shown in Table 6-2. The figure shows that for the frictional coefficients with values lower than 1 the FE-

analysis has trouble converging after the damage initiation is reached, as shown with the red circles. 

 

 

 
 Shear Stresses point A 

 

 
Shear Stresses point B (==0.05) 

Figure 6.2-4 Result hyperelastic material behavior 1 
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Figure 6.2-4 also shows a drop of  load at point “C”. These drops in load are due the fact that further from the 

loaded end the a loss of contact between the slave node (fibre) and the master surface (matrix) occurs. This 

leads to an immediate drop in contact pressure, which leads to an immediate drop in the pull-out force. This 

happens at every load shared node of the master surface and slave surface as shown in Figure 6.2-5.    This 

problem can be solved by increasing the mesh density. 

 

  

  
Figure 6.2-5 Section view DPT through middel of CFRP strip (slipping of mesh) 

 
Figure 6.2-6 shows the results of hyperelastic material behavior 2 according to Table 6-2.  However, this caused 

convergence errors found for all values of =. This means that increase in the elastic slip does not decrease 

computation time nor help converge. However, the maximum load found at damage initiation point “A” in the 

FE-model corresponds with the maximum load found in the experiments. Therefore it can be assumed that 

the traction stresses are appropriate. The reason for a lower traction stress may be due to the fact that the 

manufacturer tested the epoxy using steel blocks while in the DPT the epoxy was bonded to a CFRP surface. 

This surface might give inadequate adhesion which could mean that the stresses are much lower. Also the 

stiffness is different from the manufacturer as can be seen in the first branch of the graph. 

 

 

 
Shear Stress point A 

 
Shear Stress point B (= = 1) 

Figure 6.2-6 Result hyperelastic material behavior 2 
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Figure 6.2-7 shows the result of using hyperelastic material model 3 in accordance with Table 6-2. The figure 

shows that the frictional force converges to 0 for frictional coefficient lower than 1. For frictional coefficient 

higher than 1 the load increases after the cohesive surface has reached the peak load. This is due the fact that 

the contact pressure increases because of the high friction coefficient.  

 

 

 
Shear stress  point A 

Figure 6.2-7 Result hyperelastic material behavior 3 

 

The lack of contact pressure causes for frictional coefficients lower than 1 cause the convergence to zero force. 

In the case of simulation of friction higher than 1, the deformation of the epoxy generates a transverse 
deformation that generates an transvers stress which cause an increasing contact pressure with an increasing 

load. This explains the difference in load at Point C this difference is also visualized in Figure 6.2-8 

 

 " = 0 �/��� 
 " = 95 �/��� 

 = < 1 
 = > 1 

Figure 6.2-8 Influence contact pressure compared to shear stress (Point B Figure 6.2-7) 
 

The result found with the plastic material behavior, as shown in Figure 6.2-3, shows a residual friction post 
peak while the results from the hyperelastic material properties no frictional stresses occur. This difference 

may be due to the fact that the plastic deformation cause a contact pressure. The small amount of contact 

pressure caused by the deformation subsequently increases as the analysis continues, especially for frictional 

coefficient with values higher than 1.0. For frictional coefficients with a value smaller than 1.0 converge to a 

residual load of 0 kN.  
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6.2.3. Effect of Clearance distance 
Figure 6.2-3 to Figure 6.2-7 consist of models that use a zero pressure at zero clearance ()( = 0�. As a result 

the models all contain either a zero load post damage initiation or infinite increasing stress after damage 

initiation. As mentioned in chapter 5.4 the pressure overclosure relation can be adjusted in order to obtain a 
pressure at zero clearance in order to bypass the zero contact pressure at low friction stresses. In order to find 

the correct combination between friction and maximum clearance another set of FE analyses is created where 

the friction coefficient and the clearance at which the pressure is zero is parametric is created. Table 6-3 shows 

the parameters used in order to investigate the effect of the clearance in combination with various friction 

coefficients. The various values of clearance are chosen so that the effect of clearance can be better monitored 

in combination with the maximum separation 

 
Table 6-3 Parameters for investigating Clearance and max separations  

Friction coefficient 

 ¼ [-] Clearance  ½¤ [-] Maximum separation ¡xxyz[xx] 

0.5 

0.1 

10 

5 

2 

0.05 

10 

5 

2 

0.05 

0.1 

10 

5 

2 

0.05 

10 

5 

2 
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Figure 6.2-9 shows the results when using a friction coefficient of 0.5 in combination with varying clearance 

distances and maximum separation. The figure shows that firstly the effect of friction coefficient of 0.5 yields 

higher loads in addition to increasing loads past damage initiation. The increasing loads are due to transverse 

confinement and transvers deformation similarly to that shown in Figure 6.2-8. The higher load can be 

explained by the fact that as )( increase the damage initiation is delayed due to local debonding and the 

friction takes over the shear stress from the the cohesive surfaces, spreading the stress over an larger surfaces, 

as shown in Figure 6.2-9. 

 

 

 

 
Shear Stress point A 

Figure 6.2-9 Result hyperelastic material behavior = = 0.5 

 

Figure 6.2-10 shows the results of FE analysis when using a friction coefficient of 0.05 in combination with 

varying clearance distances and maximum separation. The figure shows clearly that an increase in )( will result 

in a higher maximum load as well as higher load post shear stress. However the shape of the curve does not 

change a result of the clearance differences. Therefore carefully choosing the total  maximum displacement (1����) and maximum traction stress (��). 

 

 

 
Shear Stress point A 

 
Shear Stress point  A’’ 

Figure 6.2-10 Result hyperelastic material behavior = = 0.05 

 

 

Furthermore, it can be seen that the stress distribution is very similar even when using varying values for )( 

as shown in Figure 6.2-11. Both model have an peak in shear stress at the loaded end. This peak is due to 
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transverse confinement from the boundary condition that is applied along the outer rim. This resulted in so 

called stress singularities. However these  stress singularities may be ignored when looking at the stresses 

further away from the sigularities. This is due to the fact that, St. Venant’s principle applies, which states that 

the effect of local disturbances to a uniform stress fields remains local.  As shown in Figure 6.2-12 

 

  

 
Shear stress point B �)( = 0.05) 

 
Shear stress point B’ ()( = 0.1) 

Figure 6.2-11 Shear stress distributions = = 0.05 

 

 
Figure 6.2-12 St. Venant’s Principle 

 Conclusion 
From the information provided by the manufacturer and the experiments no direct FE-model can be modeled. 

Therefore it must be concluded that for describing the bond-slip behavior with an FE-analysis, additional 

research is required into the mechanical behavior of the Adhesive. However the general principle of the result 

may be very close.  
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7. Discussion & Recommendations 
In the case of experimental test the size of the sample was to small in order to obtain a statistical proper result. 

As a result no actual definitive results can be presented. A larger sample of Direct Pullout tests are necessary 

in order to obtain statistically representative results. In addition to the Direct pullout tests a peeloff test is also 

necessary, this in order to obtain the adhesive behavior of the epoxy. This adhesive behavior is needed in 

order to accurately determine the cohesive properties for implementation in FEM-analysis.  

Furthermore, in chapter 7 it was concluded that transverse confinement is an important part of the 

strength of the material post peak. Therefore more research into the degree of confinement needs to be 
analyzed.  

 

The analytical model in chapter 4.3.1 uses a 2nd order polynomial, due to the fact that it was assumed that a 

low order polynomial was easier to approximate the strain distribution. However, a 4th order polynomial 

describes the strain development and, therefore the shear stress more accurately, as show in equation( 7-1 ). 

 

���� = LS�¾ D L��, D L,�� D L¾� D L�  ( 7-1 ) 

 

Where LS to L� are unknown variables, and � is the distance from the loaded end in the range 0 < � < �. 

The distribution of shear stresses are related to the distribution of strain which are explained in chapter 2 

with the equation ( 2-2 )( 6-1 ) 

 
Figure 6.3-1 Free body diagram 

 

"��� = �	
Σ@AB 2�	
 ∗ C����C�   ( 7-2 ) 

 

The values for L� are determined by solving equation ( 7-1 ) with the boundary conditions shown in Figure 

6.3-2. The Boundary conditions consist of four boundary conditions which are derived from the experiments. 

As it is know that the shear stress (and thus the first derivative of the strain) is equal to zero at the loaded end 

(� = 0� and the free end (� = �). It is also know that the strain at the loaded end is equal to �/�2�	
 ∗ � 

and therefor always predetermined. In addition, it is know that the strain at the free end is equal to zero. 

 
Figure 6.3-2 Boundary conditons NSM 
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Using these four boundary conditions the four of the unknown variable for L� can be determined except for 

one variable. The elaboration of the equation of the strain distribution  can be found in Appendix E. Additional 

research is required in order to obtain more information to solve the equation with five unknown variables  

 

Hyperelastic properties must be applied to describe the initial curve from the DPT. However, in order to further 

investigate the epoxy, more accurate experiments need to be performed on the hyper elastic behavior of the 

epoxy. Therefor it is needed to perform more uniaxial dogbone tests as shown in chapter 4 experimentally 

and in chapter 6 numerically. In addition, to the hyper elastic material properties of the epoxy, the adhesive 

properties of the epoxy also needs to be tested experimentally. As interface failure is an important part of the 

numerical result as shown in chapter 7. In contrary to what is stated about using hyperelastic material 
properties there is also a cast to be made on the plastic material behavior of the epoxy as the material also .  

In investigating the bondslip behavior in a non-dynamic or even non cyclic loading, it might be the question 

whether it is wise to use complex hyperelastic material behavior in order to model the softening of the epoxy 

at various strains. As a matter of fact it might be wiser to use plastic material behavior as Abaqus can use an 

varying epoxy strength. 

In the case of the use of the frictional formulation more studies are needed to further find the appropriate 

values of the elastic slip and the frictional coefficient. 
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9. Appendix  
 

APPENDIX A. ELABORATE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

APPENDIX B. PROPERTIES EPOXY PROVIDE BY MANUFACTURER 

APPENDIX C. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

APPENDIX D. DAMAGE EVOLUTION DEFINITION 

APPENDIX E. ABAQUS MODEL 

APPENDIX F. BOND SLIP EQUATION 
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Appendix A. Experimental results 
 

Table 9-1 Influence application of strain gauges 

Specimen Maximum load  Free end  

Displacement  

Loaded end  

Displacement 

[-] [kN] [mm] [mm] 

Green-10-Y,S 56.0 
7.04% 

3.1 
-16.96% 

10.6 
15.30% 

Green-10-N,S 60.2 2.6 12.5 

Green-15-Y,S 46.8 
7.31% 

2.6 
-4.67% 

8.5 
-5.10% 

Green-15-N,S 50.5 2.5 8.1 

Orange-10-Y,S 29.1 
-1.08% 

2.4 
-2.95% 

5.7 
2.66% 

Orange-10-N,S 28.8 2.3 5.8 

Orange-15-Y,S 31.3 
-3.28% 

0.9 
53.91% 

6.2 
1.83% 

Orange-15-N,S 30.3 2.0 6.3 

 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-1 Free end displacement DPT 
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APPENDIX Figure 9-2 Loaded end displacement DPT 
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Appendix B. Properties epoxy 
 

Table 9-2 Properties adhesive provided by the manufacturer 

   Type1  

Orange 

Type2 

 Green 

(1
0

 

m
m

/m
in

) Tensile strength  MPa 3.2 ±0.1 4.3±0.3 

E-mod MPa 24 ± 0.7 64±0.5 

Elongation on break % 68± 3 90±21 

(2
0

0
 

m
m

/m
in

) Tensile strength MPa 4.4±0.2 5.3±0.2 

E-mod MPa 22.8±0.1 39±1 

Elongation on break % 83±11 98±10 

 Tear growth resistance N/mm 12.8±0.4 20.7±0.5 

LSS CRE  
(Lap Shear Strength/  

Constant rate of extension) 

MPa 2.4±0.4 5±0.5 

Pull-off concrete MPa 5±0.2 6.2±0.2 

Pull-off concrete CRE MPa 5.1±0.4 5.3±0.3 

Shore A - 75 77 

Tg DMTA max tan 1 °C -61/36 -56/30 
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Appendix C. Damage evolution definition 
The damage evolution can be determined by either specifying the effective separation 1���� or by specifying 

the fracture energy, %&. When using damage evolution based on effective separation the damage variable, *, 

is a function of the effective separation, 1����. When using a linear damage evolution the softening is 

described by Abaqus with equation ( 9-1 ). 

 

*�/���. = 1�� �1����  1�( �
1�����1��  1�( � ( 9-1 ) 

 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-3 Linear damage evolution based on separation 

 

Equation ( 9-1 )  ensures that the undamaged traction stress( � )increases, the softening increases 

accordingly. This can be seen in APPENDIX Figure 9-3 as the effective separation increases rate of 

change of the damage variable increases. However when applying the damage variable to the 

traction stress as; � = (1  *)�, the softening turns out to be linear. 

 

  
APPENDIX Figure 9-4 Linear Damage Evolution constant ¡x¿  

 

All the lines in APPENDIX Figure 9-4 where plotted by varying the maximum traction value as the 

input value. The figure shows that changing the maximum traction value will have an effect on the 

damage initiation (1�) as well as the plastic deformation(15�). However in Abaqus 15� is used as 

input, therefore by directly using 1� and 15� as input for the damage variable the maximum traction 

can be found, which is show in APPENDIX Figure 9-5. 
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APPENDIX Figure 9-5Linear Damage Evolution constant 15� 

 
Table 9-3 Input for Abaqus Excel Linear damage evolution 

Symbol Description Value 1� Separation at damage 1 2 2 3 4 4 1��  Separation at failure 40 41 41 42 43 43 

1��  1��  Plastic separation (¡ÀÁ) 39 + Stiffness per unit length  5 � Maximum Traction  5 7.5 10 15 17.5 20 

 
Using the software Excel the traction stresses, the stiffness, and plastic deformations can be tested. In a similar 

fashion the softening of the cohesive interface can be modelled as an exponential function. When using a 

exponential damage evolution the softening is described by Abaqus with equation ( 9-2 ). 
 

*��5�� = 1  ³1��1�Â
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧1  1   exp � p Ç1�  1��1��  1�� È�

1  exp( p)
⎭⎪⎬
⎪⎫

 ( 9-2 ) 

 
Here p is a non-dimensional parameter and exp( p) = cRÌ. For a very low values of p (p � 0.01) the 

traction separation curves results in lines that is similar to that of linear equation as shown in APPENDIX Figure 

9-6. 

 

  
APPENDIX Figure 9-6 Traction separation Linear Damage Evolution (left) and Exponential Damage Evolution (right) 

This is explained by taking a value close to zero as shown in equation ( 9-3 ).  

 

gJ�Ì→(
⎝
⎜⎛1  ³1��1�Â

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧1  1   exp( p Ç1�  1��1��  1�� È)  

1  exp( p)
⎭⎪⎬
⎪⎫

⎠
⎟⎞ = 1�� (1�  1�� )

1�(1��  1�� ) ( 9-3 ) 
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The equation shows that as p gets closer to zero that *��5� = *�/�. It must be noted that the exponential 

parameter does not affect the maximum separation at damage (1�), the damage initiation (1() or maximum 

traction stress. However, the value of traction, � does get affected during softening. 

 
Table 9-4 Input for Abaqus Excel Linear damage evolution 

Symbol Description Value 1� Separation at damage 1 2 2 3 4 4 1��  Separation at failure 40 41 41 42 43 43 

1��  1��  Plastic separation (¡ÀÁ) 39 + Stiffness per unit length  5 � Maximum Traction  5 7.5 10 15 17.5 20 
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Appendix D. Abaqus model  
 

** 

** PARTS 

** 

*Part, name=PART-2 

*Node 

      1,          30.,   4.30000019,         784. 
   1536,          70.,    6.7750001,         784. 

*Element, type=C3D20H 

  1,  207,  377,  193,   48,   67,  235,   33,    1,  434,  443,  439,  444,  436,  441,  437, 

      442,  433,  435,  438,  440 

256,  228,   56,  376,  432,   72,    5,  192,  369,  625, 1535, 1501, 1526,  624, 1536, 1506, 

     1527,  553,  622, 1505, 1462 

** Section: Section-1-_PICKEDSET16 

*Solid Section, elset=_PICKEDSET16, material=COHESIVE 

 

*End Part 
**   

*Part, name=PART-3 

*Node 

      1,          20.,   1.39999998,         784. 

    261,           5.,           0.,           0. 

*Element, type=C3D20 

STRIP_S6, internal, generate 

*Elset, elset=_STRIP_S4_3, internal, generate 

*Elset, elset=_STRIP_S3_3, internal, generate 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=STRIP 

*Orientation, name=Ori-1 

          1.,           0.,           0.,           0.,           1.,           0. 

1, 0. 

** Section: Section-2-_PICKEDSET2 

*Solid Section, elset=_PICKEDSET2, orientation=Ori-1, material=CFRP 

*End Part 

** 

** ASSEMBLY 

*Assembly, name=Assembly 
*Instance, name=PART-2-1, part=PART-2 

*End Instance 

*Instance, name=PART-3-1, part=PART-3 

*End Instance 

*Nset, nset=SET-1, instance=PART-2-1 

*Elset, elset=SET-1, instance=PART-2-1 

*End Assembly 

 

** MATERIALS 

**  
*Material, name=CFRP 

*Elastic 

200000., 0.2 
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*Expansion, type=ORTHO 

 1.2e-05, 1.2e-05,      0. 

*Material, name=COHESIVE 

*Hyperelastic, marlow 

*Uniaxial Test Datab 

       0.,        0. 

 0.297015, 0.0100502 

  1.35726,  0.105171 

  2.22245,  0.349859 

  2.42612,  0.648721 
*Material, name=STEEN 

*Elastic 

5000., 0.2 

**  

** INTERACTION PROPERTIES 

**  

*Surface Interaction, name=INTPROP-1 

1., 

*Friction, elastic slip=1. 

 0.05, 
*Surface Behavior, penalty 

, 0.05 

*Cohesive Behavior, eligibility=ORIGINAL CONTACTS 

*Damage Initiation, criterion=QUADS 

 2.1, 2.3, 2.3 

*Damage Evolution, type=DISPLACEMENT 

10., 

*Damage Stabilization 

1e-05 

**  
** INTERACTIONS 

**  

** Interaction: INTPROP-1-1 

*Contact Pair, interaction=INTPROP-1, small sliding, type=SURFACE TO SURFACE 

PART-2-1.STRIP, PART-3-1.STRIP 

** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

**  

** STEP: Step-1 

**  
*Step, name=Step-1, nlgeom=YES, inc=10000000 

*Static, stabilize=0.0002, allsdtol=0.05, continue=NO 

1e-06, 1., 1e-15, 0.005 

**  

** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

**  

** Name: Disp-BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation 

*Boundary 

PART-3-1.SET-1, 3, 3, -20. 

** Name: Disp-BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 

SET-1, 1, 1 
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** Name: Disp-BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 

*Boundary 

SET-1, 2, 2 

** Name: Disp-BC-4 Type: Displacement/Rotation 

*Boundary 

SET-1, 3, 3 

**  

** CONTROLS 

**  

*Controls, reset 
*Controls, parameters=time incrementation 

20, 40, , , , , , 20, , ,  

**  

** OUTPUT REQUESTS 

**  

*Restart, write, frequency=0 

**  

** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 

**  

*Output, field, variable=PRESELECT 
**  

** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 

**  

*Output, history 

*Node Output, nset=SET-1 

RF3,  

**  

** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-2 

**  

*Node Output, nset=PART-3-1.SET-1 
U3,  

**  

** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-3 

**  

*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 

*End Step 
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Appendix E. Bond slip equation 
 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-7 DPT Boundary conditions  

 

���� = LS�¾ D L��, D L,�� D L¾� D L�  ( 9-4 ) 

C����C� = 4LS�, D 3L��� D 2L,� D L¾ ( 9-5 ) 

"��� = �	
Σ 2�	
 ∗ �4LS�, D 3L��� D 2L,� D L¾� ( 9-6 ) 

"�0� = 0 →  �	
Σ 2�	
 ∗ �4LS0, D 3L�0� D 2L,0 D L¾� = 0  

 yÔ = ¤ ( 9-7 ) 

��0� = LS0¾ D L�0, D L,0� D 0 D L� = �2�	
�	
 = �(  

yÕ = w¦wÖ×ØwÖ× = �¤ ( 9-8 ) 

"��� = �	
Σ 2�	
 ∗ �4LS�, D 3L��� D 2L,� D L¾� = 0  

"��� = �4LS�, D 3L��� D 2L,�� = 0  

yº =  ©y¨Ù©  º© y©Ù ( 9-9 ) 

���� = LS�¾ D L��, D L,�� D �( = 0  

���� = LS�¾ D L��, D � 2LS��  32 L����� D �( = 0  

y© =  ©y¨Ù D ©�¤ÙRº ( 9-10 ) 

L, =  2LS��  32 � 2LS� D 2�(�R,�� 
Subs ( 9-9 ) 
into ( 9-10 ) 

yº = y¨Ù©  º�¤ÙR© ( 9-11 ) 

Substitute ( 9-7 ), ( 9-8 ), ( 9-10 ) and ( 9-11 ) into ( 9-4 )  
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���� = LS�¾ D � 2LS� D 2�(�R,)�, D (LS�� D 3�(�R�)�� D �( ( 9-12 ) 

 

Implementing various variables for LS 

 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-8 unknown  LS =  0.01 

 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-9 unknown LS =  0.005 

 

 
APPENDIX Figure 9-10 unknown LS = 0 


